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An outstanding achievement: The Vector Signal 
Generator R&S ® SMU200A as the follow-up 

instrument to the successful Signal Gener-
ator R&S ® SMIQ excels at flexibility and perfor-

mance. It is the first high-end generator to 
contain two complete signal generators with 

digital modulation capability in a single instru-
ment. A novel operating concept facilitates the 
overview of the numerous functions (page 21). 44
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The universal UMTS Radio Network Analyzer 
R&S ® TSMU is setting new standards in cover-
age measurement. The intelligent combina-
tion of the instrument with test mobile phones 
enables maximum information to be determined 
from the air interface (page 4).

Whether in the development lab, in service 
or remotely controlled in production, the new 
Vector Signal Generator R&S ® SM300 is an ideal 
choice if you need a favourably priced signal 
source. Despite its low price, this signal genera-
tor meets virtually every requirement (page 28).
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Rohde & Schwarz FTK GmbH delivered a shelter 
station for a wind profiler that went into contin-
uous operation at the German Meteorological 
Service in September 2003. The pulse trans-
mitter is a modified DVB-T transmitter from 
Rohde & Schwarz (page 58).

Depending on the selected resolution band-
width, the new direction finders of the 
R&S DDF ® 0xE family are able to take bearings 
of up to 10000 frequency channels simultane-
ously in the realtime bandwidth of 1 MHz in the 
HF range and of 2 MHz in the VHF/UHF range 
(page 54).
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Radio Network Analyzer R&S ® TSMU

Performance giant in compact 
format sets new standards

Following the introduction of the UMTS 

PN Scanner R&S ® TS5K51C [1] a year 

ago, Rohde & Schwarz is now setting 

new standards in performance, precision 

and speed for mobile phone measure-

ments in 3GPP networks with the next 

phase in development – the compact 

and universally implementable UMTS 

Radio Network Analyzer R&S ® TSMU.

Greater performance in even 
less space

The R&S ® TSMU and the accompany-
ing R&S ® ROMES-US2 UMTS software 
stand out particularly because of the 
following features:
 Multitechnology capability (2G/3G) in 

a single instrument
 Parallel PN scanning of up to 12 RF 

channels in one mobile radio band

 Time-variant spectrum analysis from 
15 MHz to 3 GHz parallel to PN code 
measurements

 All measurements done at top speed, 
dynamic range and precision (see 
page 7 for specifications)

 Efficient control with Coverage Mea-
surement Software R&S ® ROMES [2]

 Also for inhouse use due to portability 
and low energy consumption

 Automatic application-specific firm-
ware adaptation (FPGA and software)

FIG 1 The Radio Network Analyzer R&S ® TSMU, used inhouse together with the UMTS test phone 
Qualcomm 6200 and Bluetooth™*) GPS receiver on a tablet PC.
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The R&S ® TSMU consists of an RF 
receiver for 100 kHz to 3 GHz, a proces-
sor board with a field programmable 
gate array (FPGA) core, a power PC and 
a power supply unit with an input volt-
age range from 9 V to 18 V.

On the processor board, the IF data of 
the RF receiver is collected, synchro-
nized, filtered and forwarded to the 
controller via the FireWire interface 
(IEEE 1394). Within the controller, the 
data is further processed by Measure-
ment Software R&S ® ROMES and then 
recorded and displayed with the mea-
surement results of the GPS receiver and 
the UMTS mobile telephone.

The compact and robust housing indi-
cates the various operating states by 
means of LEDs. Connections for antenna, 
GPS, distance trigger, FireWire and 
power supply are located at the rear 
(FIGs 1 and 2).

Better properties through state-
of-the-art technology

The R&S ® TSMU is one of the first instru-
ments in the world that uses the new 
VIRTEX-II PRO™ DSP technology for opti-
mum signal processing and instrument 
control. 

The RF receiver is directly controlled by 
hardware components in the FPGA unit 
of the VIRTEX-II PRO™, allowing the 
system to respond extremely quickly 
to changes in reception in mobile use. 
Given the minimum delays between 
the on-chip power PC and the FPGA as 
well as the broadband data connec-
tion to the controller, it was possible – 
together with distributed DSP algorithms 

– to achieve higher measurement rates 
than in its predecessor. The 64 Mbyte 
signal memory ensures that weak inter-
fering UMTS signals can be found, and 
it is required in order to prevent ghost 
code results. Four thermometers distrib-

uted within the instrument allow exact 
corrections of measurements in differ-
ent temperature ranges as soon as the 
instrument is switched on; the basic fre-
quency of the R&S ® TSMU can addition-
ally be tracked together with the mea-
sured UMTS time frames or, even more 
precisely, with a GPS seconds pulse 
sequence. A 256 Mbyte to 2 Gbyte com-
pact flash memory can be used to store 
comprehensive calibration and measure-
ment data. 

To achieve the best possible RF char-
acteristics for the R&S ® TSMU at min-
imum size and low power consump-
tion, components from the newest 
Rohde & Schwarz spectrum analyzers 
were used. For these special tasks in 
the R&S ® TSMU, their noise figure for 
measurements of weak antenna signals 
was reduced and the IF bandwidth for 
the measurement of 3GPP signals was 
enlarged. 

The R&S ® TSMU is the new hardware 
platform for almost any application 
involving mobile radio network opti-
mization. Its architecture is already 
designed for expansions to HSDPA, 
GSM/GPRS, cdma2000, TD-SCDMA and 
CW. The required firmware is automati-
cally loaded by Measurement Software 
R&S ® ROMES via the FireWire interface.

In-depth radio network analysis 
with test mobile phones

Specifically the combination of the 
R&S ® TSMU with UMTS test mobile 
phones (FIG 1) provides an exceptional 
tool for in-depth analysis of air interface 
problems. Test mobile phones provide 
a limited picture of the RF situation in 
the network. The R&S ® TSMU enriches 
the information from the mobile phone 
with a complete RF analysis that can 
be used to find the cause of the prob-

FIG 2 Rear view of the R&S ® TSMU with synchronization and pulse input (top right), antenna 
socket and two FireWire connectors for cascading up to 62 R&S ® TSMU analyzers on one controller. 
The RS-232-C interface supplies service information.
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lems reported by the mobile phone. This 
includes interference from outside the 
network, defects in the base station and 
unavoidable differences between plan-
ning and implementation in the best 
server and adjacent cell relationships in 
the network.

Broad areas of use

The R&S ® TSMU can be used either as a 
portable model with a tablet PC and GPS 
or it can be installed in special test vehi-
cles for high-performance solutions. The 
specific application determines which 
system solution is preferred.

The portable model with tablet PC (FIG 1) 
is ideal in all cases where flexible use 
either indoors or outdoors is required. 
The R&S ® TSMU and a controller allow 
convenient measurements in buildings 
and a series of vehicles.

When installed in a briefcase together 
with the controller and test mobile 
phones, the R&S ® TSMU can be moved 
as frequently as needed, making it ideal 
for use in vehicles and for quasi-station-
ary measurements indoors.

A common application is the integra-
tion of the analyzer into 19" racks of 
drive test expert systems, where sev-
eral instruments – e.g. for simultane-
ous measurements in GSM and UMTS 
networks – are interlinked and com-
bined with a large number of test mobile 
phones and test receivers.

The sandwich design of the scanner also 
allows installation in robust autonomous 
systems (e.g. in the trunk of taxis).

… and the tried-and-tested 
R&S ® ROMES software

The extremely flexible and pow-
erful Measurement Software 

FIG 3 
Channel impulse 
response on scrambling 
code 2832 with 2D 
and waterfall display 
during drive test with 
the R&S ® TSMU. Strong 
reflections and time 
drift of the base station 
are clearly indicated.

FIG 4 Drive test with the R&S ® TSMU in best server /TOP-N display. The colour of the route marks the Ec/Io value 
of the best server. The contour of the route has the scrambling code colour. Each line from the test vehicle to a 
base station shows a change in the best server in the colour of the new scrambling code. 
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Condensed data of the R&S ® TSMU
Frequency
Frequency range 100 kHz to 3 GHz
Frequency stability (GPS-synchronized) 0.01 ppm
Time stability (GPS-synchronized) 10 –11

Analog IF bandwidth (–3 dB) 4.4 MHz
Scanner
Synchronization time (high dynamic mode)
 12 PN codes 90 ms
Synchronization time (high speed mode) 
 5 PN codes 10 ms
Code power measurement  (high speed mode) –116 dBm to –20 dBm
 (high dynamic mode)  –124 dBm to –20 dBm
Dynamic range (high speed mode) 20 dB
 (high dynamic mode)  29 dB
Level uncertainty (–12 dB <Ec/Io <0 dB) <1.5 dB
Adjacent channel rejection >65 dB; typ. >70 dB
General data
Connections 2 × FireWire IEEE 1394, 6-pin, 400 Mbit/s
 RF IN, N female, 50 Ω
 RS-232-C
 DC IN, 9 V to 18 V DC
 PULSE IN, BNC, GPS PPS
 PULSE IN/OUT, BNC distance trigger 
 SMARTCARD port for compact flash cards
 with 256 Mbyte to 2 Gbyte
Temperature range +0ºC to +45ºC
Vibration 40 g shock spectrum
Quality standard ISO 9000
Operating voltage 9 V to 18 V DC (<1 A at 12 V)
Dimensions (W × H × D) 150 mm × 80 mm × 170 mm
Weight 1.5 kg

More information and data sheet at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com

(search term: TSMU)

REFERENCES
[1]    PN Scanner R&S ® TS5K51C – Turbo for 

UMTS network optimization. News from 
Rohde & Schwarz (2002) No. 176, pp 4–9

[2]    Coverage Measurement Software 
R&S ® ROMES3 – Acquisition, 
analysis and visualization of data in 
coverage measurements. News from 
Rohde & Schwarz (2000) No. 166, 
pp 29–32

R&S ® ROMES [2], which is used for all 
coverage measurement systems from 
Rohde & Schwarz, is part of all applica-
tions of the analyzer. This software is 
used to control one or more R&S ® TSMU 
analyzers, a GPS system and UMTS 
test mobile phones as well as to dis-
play, store and evaluate measurement 
data (FIGs 3 and 4). R&S ® ROMES can 
be operated easily and intuitively using 
the convenient tools of the Windows® 
user interface such as “drag and drop”. 
The software is completely modular in 
design, and any technology or device 
driver can be added by loading and con-
figuring it. This concept represents a par-
ticularly sound investment, because the 
operating philosophy remains the same 
while the software can be updated to 
keep pace with new mobile radio gen-
erations.

Summary

Rohde & Schwarz is setting new stan-
dards in coverage measurement with 
its universal UMTS Radio Network Ana-
lyzer R&S ® TSMU. The intelligent com-
bination of the instrument with test 
mobile phones enables maximum infor-
mation to be determined from the air 
interface, making complicated tasks in 
mobile radio networks much easier. The 
R&S ® TSMU is leading the way in the 
areas of network planning, network 
setup, optimization, quality assurance 
and service.

Wolf-Dietrich Seidl; Otmar Wanierke
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* The Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned 
by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such 
marks by Rohde&Schwarz is under license.
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Minimizing measurement uncertainties

Why Rohde & Schwarz test systems 
are so exacting

“I wonder if I can trust you. 

But then, uncertainty is part of life‘s 

fascination, isn‘t it?“ 1)

Uncertainties in one’s personal life 

may be fascinating for some people, 

but in test and measurement they 

are totally out of place. This applies 

especially to conformance test 

systems from Rohde & Schwarz: For 

these systems, maximum measure-

ment accuracy is a must (FIG 1). And 

because determining the measure-

ment uncertainty of such test systems 

is a complicated and time-consuming 

process, Rohde & Schwarz tackles 

this task using sophisticated methods 

and specially developed software that 

allows precise, reproducible analysis 

of the measurement uncertainty.

FIG 1 Test System R&S ® TS8950GW for conformance tests of GSM/WCDMA mobile phones. The 
test system’s ability to perform such high-precision measurements is the result of sophisticated cali-
bration methods and software specially developed by Rohde & Schwarz.

Requirements to be met by 
conformance test systems

Users of conformance test systems need 
to know the following:

1. What is the overall measurement 
uncertainty of the test system?

Above all, the test system must meet the 
requirements defined by 3GPP (3rd Gen-
eration Partnership Project) for GSM [1] 
and WCDMA [2]. Furthermore, users 
must have detailed knowledge of the 
measurement uncertainty so that the 

measurement results can be correctly 
interpreted. For example, a measure-
ment uncertainty of 0.1 dB with a con-
fidence of 95 % means there is a 95 % 
probability that the true value is within 
±0.1 dB of the measured value.

2. Are the specified measurement 
uncertainties documented?

In order for test houses to receive 
accreditation, they must provide docu-
mentation confirming the specified mea-
surement uncertainties. 

1)  Baron Frankenstein, alias Dr Stein, speaking 
to his assistant (from the film “The Revenge of 
Frankenstein” by Terence Fisher (1958)).

43476/2
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To answer these questions, Rohde & 
Schwarz has developed special software 
packages which it uses to analyze and 
document the measurement uncertainty 
of its test systems. The documentation 
of the results comes with the respec-
tive system, but the software is only for 
Rohde & Schwarz’s internal use. 

How measurement uncertainty 
is minimized

At the heart of a conformance test 
system is a complex switching unit that 
automatically connects the measur-
ing equipment with the DUT via differ-
ent measurement paths and enables reli-
able measurements. For each test case, 
a calibration process is performed to 
eliminate or reduce the effects that can 
adversely influence the accuracy of the 
power level measurement on the DUT. 
Calibration is performed for the follow-
ing purposes:
 To eliminate the attenuation of the 

switching unit
 To reduce the absolute level uncer-

tainty of signal generators or power 
meters (e.g. spectrum analyzers) 
by referencing to a power-meter 
standard

 To eliminate matching pairs of inter-
nal mismatches and thereby reduce 
the overall measurement uncertainty 
caused by mismatches in the system 
(example, see box at right)

One of the objectives in the design of 
test systems is to use appropriate cir-
cuitry and calibration techniques to 
reduce the mismatch that would be 
caused by directly connecting a DUT. 
This is achieved, for example, by means 
of attenuators and a sophisticated cal-
ibration process specially designed for 
each test case.

In addition to the measurement uncer-
tainties directly associated with the cal-
ibration process, there are several other 

Measurement uncertainties caused by mismatches partially 
cancel each other out

A test case uses a number of measurement paths for calibrating and measuring the 
DUT. In a well configured test system, the overall mismatch uncertainty in a test 
case is considerably less than the uncertainty in each individual measurement path 
of the test case. This is achieved by finding matching pairs of mismatches which 
then cancel each other out.

In the example below, the attenuation of the component E is determined. By using 
a simple calibration process without DUT (measurement path 1) and subsequently 
measuring the DUT (measurement path 2), the two largest known contributions to 
the mismatch uncertainty are eliminated: the interaction between the signal gen-
erator (A) and the 10 dB precision attenuator (B) and the interaction between the 
power meter (D) and the 10 dB precision attenuator (C).

Definitions
Measurement path: path between the generator and the power meter
Mismatch uncertainty contribution: interaction between two components on the 
path: 
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Overall mismatch uncertainty: root sum square of the remaining mismatch 
contributions

Eliminating the matching pairs of mismatches
Example:
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Mismatch uncertainty contributions 
Measurement path 1: Measurement path 2:
AB, BC, CD, ABC, BCD, ABCD AB, BE, EC, CD, ABE, BEC, ECD, 
 ABEC, BECD, ABECD

Eliminated contributions: AB and CD

Combined mismatch uncertainty = 
BC BE EC ABC BCD ABE BEC ECD ABCD( ) +( ) +( ) +( ) +( ) +( ) +( ) +( ) +(2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 )) +( ) +( ) +( )2 2 2 2

ABEC BECD ABECD

Note: The contribution ABCD shows the interaction between A and D (generator and power meter). B 
and C are elements of the signal path.
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effects that influence the measurement 
result, including repeatability and fre-
quency interpolation of the signal gen-
erator.

Taking all these measurement uncer-
tainties into account when analyzing a 
test case is a difficult and time-consum-
ing task. Rohde & Schwarz has therefore 
developed different software packages 
for this purpose.

Special software packages from 
Rohde & Schwarz

Mismatch Uncertainty Calculation 
Software (MUCS)
MUCS (FIG 2) determines the measure-
ment uncertainty in conformance test 
systems caused by mismatches accord-
ing to ETSI specification [3, 4]. The soft-
ware simulates the circuit and ana-
lyzes the circuit description of the con-
formance test system. This description 
contains hundreds of components, most 
of which belong to the signal switching 
and conditioning unit (SSCU).

The “test case mismatch uncertainty” 
represents the residual mismatch mea-
surement uncertainty for this test case 
which could not be eliminated by the 
calibration process.

Power Meter Uncertainty Calculation 
Software (PMUCS)
PMUCS (FIG 3), which is an interface to 
the R&S®NRV-Z measurement software 
[5], was developed by Rohde & Schwarz 
for calculating the measurement uncer-
tainty of power meters. 

Level Uncertainty Calculation 
Software (LUCS)
LUCS calculates the overall power level 
measurement uncertainty by combin-
ing mismatch, power meter and other 
uncertainties. It features a graphical 
user interface (FIG 4) that visualizes the 
measurement paths and set-up condi-

FIG 2 MUCS calculates the attenuation and the mismatch uncertainty for each measurement path of a test case. 
Subsequently it eliminates the matching mismatch contributions and determines the overall mismatch uncertainty 
(i.e. the “test case mismatch uncertainty”).

FIG 3 The precision of the power measurement is an important factor in analyzing the test case measurement 
uncertainty. PMUCS calculates the uncertainty from the simulated insertion loss of the measurement path and the 
settings of the source.
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More information and application notes at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com
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tions in a test case. It is thus possible to 
compute the power at the power meters, 
based on the simulated attenuation and 
the generator output power. The soft-
ware also displays the simulated test 
case mismatch uncertainty.

FIG 5 shows how LUCS lists measure-
ment uncertainties caused by power 
meters, mismatches and various other 
sources, and makes an overall computa-
tion of the power level uncertainty at the 
measurement output.

Summary

The software packages provide a system-
atic and innovative means of calculating 
power level measurement uncertainties 
in complex test systems. A complete and 
accurate analysis can be performed in a 
fraction of the time it would take using 
conventional methods. Comprehen-
sive documentation of the measurement 
uncertainties is ensured.

Michael Haug; David Ryall

FIG 4 The graphical user interface of LUCS shows the settings for each measurement path of a test case.

FIG 5 The results page in LUCS presents the calculated measurement uncertainties. The results are updated auto-
matically if the test setup is changed.
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Universal Radio Communication Tester R&S ® CMU200

Handover scenarios in 
GSM systems

Modern mobile radio systems without 

handover functionality are inconceiv-

able. The capability to hand over a 

mobile phone from a UMTS system to 

a GSM system, for example, is a basic 

prerequisite for the economic success 

of UMTS. It is the only way to guar-

antee UMTS customers full coverage 

from the start. 

Intracell handover

The easiest type of handover is intra-
cell handover where either the physical 
channel or the associated timeslot con-
figuration is changed. This may become 
necessary if the connection on a physi-
cal channel is impaired. To evaluate con-
nection quality, the mobile phone con-
tinuously transmits the measured RXLev 
(receive level measured by the tele-
phone) and RXQual (bit error ratio deter-
mined) values to the base station.

If the base station wants to hand over 
the telephone to another physical chan-
nel, all it needs to do is to inform the tele-
phone about the new channel number 
and the new timeslot configuration. The 
telephone changes directly to the new 

channel and is able to maintain both its 
previous settings for timing and the base 
station parameters. 

Intracell handover is also possible 
between different GSM bands. Thus, 
a GSM cell in the 900 MHz band is 
quite able to use voice channels in the 
1800 MHz band, which, by the way, is 
an enormous stress factor on the mobile 
phone since it is constantly required to 
switch the frequency bands: In addition 
to the voice connection in the 1800 MHz 
band, it must also cyclically analyze 
the BCCH information in the 900 MHz 
band. This ”stress” on the mobile phone 
and the high performance speed make 
this handover version the favoured test 
method in production. 

FIG 1 The GSM neighbour cell list (BA list) of the R&S ® CMU200 is user-editable. Up to 
16 random channel numbers from any GSM band can be entered. The tester allows conve-
nient and customized definition of the neighbour cells. The WCDMA neighbour cell can be 
defined in the 3G neighbour cell description.

FIG 2 The mobile phone cyclically determines the receive level on the RF channels listed 
in the neighbour cell list. The six most powerful RF channels are transmitted from the 
mobile phone to the base station. The R&S ® CMU200 clearly displays these measurement 
results of the mobile phone.
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Intercell handover

If the mobile phone moves from one 
cell to another during a call, it must 
be handed over to the new cell. If the 
neighbour cell is time-synchronous with 
the current cell, the base station is able 
to effect a finely synchronized intercell 
handover. In this case, the mobile phone 
is transmitted on the new physical chan-
nel in the neighbour cell. Moreover, the 
mobile phone must be informed about 
the vital parameters of the new cell. 

The mobile phone then optionally trans-
mits four access bursts on the new chan-
nel. Compared to the normal bursts, 
these are shortened which is why they 
cannot cause interference with other 
calls even if the timing is slightly incor-
rect. If necessary, timing is corrected in a 
next step and the call continued. 

If the two cells with time offset are syn-
chronous, the base station will effect 
a pseudo-synchronized or presynchro-
nized intercell handover. This handover 
is similar to the finely synchronized inter-
cell handover, but differs in that the 
mobile phone is provided with informa-
tion about the time offset. Usually, how-
ever, a non-synchronized intercell hand-
over takes place. In this case, the mobile 
phone transmits up to 64 access bursts 
on the new channel by means of which 
the new base station determines the 
timing and hands it over to the mobile 
phone. The mobile phone then reestab-
lishes the call connection with the cor-
rect timing. 

The base station requires the mobile 
phone’s help in order to know the new 
cell to hand it over to. By means of the 
neighbour cell list, the base station 
informs the mobile phone about the RF 
channels for the BCCH that are used by 
the neighbour cells. The mobile phone 
now cyclically measures the RF level 
on these channels and transmits the 
measurement results to the base sta-

tion. Based on this information, the base 
station determines the point in time 
at which the mobile phone is handed 
over to which cell. Changing the physi-
cal channel both for the call and for the 
BCCH information is key to intercell hand-
over.

Intersystem handover

If the mobile phone leaves a cell and 
no new cell can be found in the same 
system, the base station can hand over 
an appropriately equipped mobile phone 
to a cell in another system. These inter-
system handovers are highly complex 
because two technically disparate sys-
tems must be combined with each 
other. Basically, there are two handover 
options from WCDMA to GSM: 

In the case of blind handover, the base 
station simply transmits the mobile 
phone with all relevant parameters to 
the new cell. The mobile phone changes 

“blindly” to the GSM cell, i.e. it has not 
yet received any information about the 
timing there. It will first contact the 
transmitted BCCH channel, where it tries 
to achieve the frequency and time syn-
chronization within 800 ms. Next, it will 
switch to the handed-over physical voice 
channel, where it will carry out the same 
sequence as with the non-synchronized 
intercell handover.

For the second type of handover from 
WCDMA to GSM, the compressed 
mode is used within the WCDMA cell; 
in this mode, transmission and recep-
tion gaps occur during the transmis-
sion between base station and mobile 
phone. During these gaps, the mobile 
phone can measure and analyze the 
nearby GSM cells. For this purpose, the 
base station, similar to the GSM system, 
provides a neighbour cell list, and the 
mobile phone transfers the measure-
ment results to the base station. The 
actual handover in the compressed 
mode is basically analogous to blind 
handover. 

There is, of course, an intersystem hand-
over from GSM to WCDMA. A special 
neighbour cell list for WCDMA cells 
was established in GSM to support this 
handover. 

Rudolf Schindlmeier

More information and data sheet at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com 
(search term: CMU200)

Handover with the 
R&S®CMU200

The GSM signalling option of the 
Universal Radio Communication 
Tester R&S ® CMU200 makes it pos-
sible to perform intracell handover. 
It can use physical channels from all 
GSM bands. The problem of ambig-
uous channel numbers in GSM1800 
and GSM1900 has also been solved 
in the R&S ® CMU200 by implement-
ing the band indicator in accordance 
with the 3GPP standard. To perform 
neighbour cell measurements, the 
tester features user-definable lists for 
the GSM neighbour cells (FIG 1) and 
for the UMTS cells. It also outputs 
the receive levels of the GSM neigh-
bour cells as measured by the mobile 
phone (FIG 2). In addition to the GSM 
intracell handover, the R&S ® CMU200 
also features blind handover from 
WCDMA to GSM.
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Open Test Platform R&S ® CompactTSVP

Modular test equipment based on 
CompactPCI/PXI

The modular R&S ® CompactTSVP open 

test platform provides special cost 

benefits for T&M applications in the 

development, production and servicing 

of telecommunications and automotive 

electronics. 

The trend is towards 
economical platforms suitable 
for industry 

There is a heightened interest in testing 
departments to configure the required 
functions in compact units as flexibly as 
possible so that future requirements can 
be covered without any need for large 
additional investments. Moreover, con-
stantly reduced product development 
times call for powerful, easy-to-operate 
and standardized software components 
which can be integrated as reusable 
modules in a multitude of applications.

Customer requirements, particularly in 
the telecommunications and automo-
tive electronics sector, emphasize power 
density and modularity, thus clearly 
pointing to platform-based T&M equip-

ment that is favourably priced and suit-
able for industry. 

The new R&S ® CompactTSVP open test 
platform from Rohde & Schwarz has 
been tailored to meet these require-
ments, offering special cost advantages 
for T&M applications in the develop-
ment, production and servicing of tele-
communications and automotive elec-
tronics. It provides users with a basic 
modular concept of T&M functionalities 
and communication interfaces for hard-
ware and software.

The new product line is based on the 
CompactPCI /PXI and CAN standards 
already established on the market.

The introduction of the PXI (PCI eXten-
sions for Instrumentation) standard as 
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an extension of CompactPCI by the US 
company National Instruments led to a 
commonly acceptable path for the tech-
nical community to implement measure-
ment functionalities based on an estab-
lished standard at cost-efficient pric-
ing, featuring well performing modu-
lar system components. More than 600 
measurement and interface products are 
currently available for the PXI standard.

Modular concept for 
development, production and 
servicing

The reason behind the development of 
the new test platform was to provide 
users with an extremely wide portfolio 
of T&M methods of modern test equip-
ment. This was accomplished by consis-
tently using open industrial standards 
such as CompactPCI /PXI and CAN. In 
addition to Rohde & Schwarz modules, 
other commercially available hardware 
components that support these stan-
dards can be integrated into the system 
without any modifications. 

The measurement and switching mod-
ules are designed for flexible use in the 
function test of electronics modules. This 
test can be optionally expanded to a 
combination test by means of in-circuit 
testing of components. This is a unique 
capability based on the CompactPCI/PXI 
standard.

An enormous problem with conventional 
CompactPCI /PXI systems is the adap-
tation to the industrial environment and 
the DUTs. Even with functional tests, the 
number of signals to be measured and 
inputs requiring physical stimulation is 
constantly increasing. Voltages exceed-
ing 100 V and currents up to 16 A often 
require DC-isolated measurement, stim-
ulation or switching. The costs incurred 
for fixture cabling and signal condition-
ing are just as considerable as the test 
programming or test equipment itself.

The system concept chosen by 
Rohde & Schwarz eliminates the above-
mentioned adaptation problems, thus 
setting a new standard in the field of 
modular test instruments.

Test platform architecture

The R&S ® CompactTSVP base unit (prod-
uct designation R&S ® TS-PCA3) (FIG 1) 
includes a bus board with the industrial 
form of the PCI bus – the CompactPCI. 
The T&M expansions (trigger, synchroni-
zation clock) of the PXI standard are sup-
ported by 11 of the 14 available periph-
eral slots (FIG 2).

The CompactPCI standard 32-bit design 
with its rear transmission module (RTM) 
concept also makes it possible to route 
signals via the rear of the test platform 
without any additional cabling (slots 3 
and 4). This is not possible with the PXI 
(64-bit) version because of the additional 

FIG 1 The new system platform includes the two base units, R&S ® CompactTSVP (FIG) and 
R&S ® PowerTSVP. Flexible configuration allows versatile applications in development, production and 
servicing.

address and data lines (slots 5 to 15). 
In practice, the rear cabling via RTMs 
proves to be of advantage whenever a 
19" exchangeable fixture is projected on 
the front.

In the R&S ® CompactTSVP, the RTM con-
cept is also used to install DC/DC con-
verter modules that are required for DC-
isolated T&M equipment. Since the 
T&M equipment and the power supply 
are spatially separated, the test compo-
nents are not subjected to thermal influ-
ence, which in turn improves temper-
ature stability. Moreover, the bit-serial 
CAN bus is available at slots 5 to 16. All 
relay-based switching modules are con-
trolled via this internal communication 
bus. 

When activating electromechanical 
relays, the extremely high data trans-
mission rate of the PCI bus (up to 
134 Mbyte/s) is less important when a 
small number of bits have to be trans-
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mitted to control the switching path. The 
clear advantages of the CAN bus are the 
secured transmission protocol and the 
easy implementation of the interface on 
the switching modules. The lower trans-
mission rate (1 Mbit/s) is compensated 
by means of local processors on the 
switching modules and command inter-
face control. The measurement modules, 
on the other hand, use a register inter-
face with the full performance of the bit-
parallel PCI bus.

By means of the analog measurement 
bus (eight lines), signals with voltages 
of up to 125 V can be flexibly switched 
between the switching and measure-
ment modules usually without signal 
conditioning, and rigid cabling can be 
avoided. It has been designed as a sep-
arate and spatially removed bus board 
and is available at all 16 slots. The spe-
cial configuration ensures compatibility 
with standard CompactPCI /PXI modules 
and prevents interference from the con-
trol buses.

The power supply of the system is in 
accordance with the powerinterface 
standard (PICMG 2.11 Rev.1.0). In the 
base unit, a modular power supply unit 
is fitted at slots A3/A4. A second power 
supply can be connected in parallel 
(slots A1/A2) if the need for output cur-
rent increases, or if a fail-safe switchover 
unit between redundant components is 
to be used. As an alternative, these slots 
can also accommodate a plug-in power 
supply for the DUT supply.

The powerful R&S ® PowerTSVP 
switching system

The R&S ® PowerTSVP base unit (prod-
uct designation R&S ® TS-PWA3) is used 
to implement pure switching systems or 
enhance the number of test points that 
can be covered. T&M equipment and 
load circuitry can be separated if nec-
essary because of high voltages or cur-
rents. Only CAN-based modules, prefera-
bly AF switching modules, are used. The 
implementation of RF switching systems 
is also planned as a follow-on develop-
ment.

The switching system is either controlled 
via the internal CAN bus interface of 
the R&S ® CompactTSVP or a desktop 
PC with an appropriate interface. With 
highly complex systems, a network of 
up to four R&S ® PowerTSVP base units 
can be implemented simply by connect-
ing the control bus and, if necessary, 
the analog measurement bus with each 
other.

As with the R&S ® CompactTSVP, 
the simplified bus concept in the 
R&S ® PowerTSVP is fitted with trigger 
lines based on PXI technology so that 
synchronous or event-triggered mea-
surements can also be performed with 
different instruments (FIG 3).

Bus             Plug-in

PXI trigger

CAN bus

Analog measurement 
bus

Power supply

A1 A2 A3 A4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

FIG 3 Bus and slot overview of the R&S ® PowerTSVP base unit
(product designation: R&S ® TS-PWA3).

CPU

Bus              Plug-in

CompactPCI

CAN bus

Analog measurement
bus

Power supply

A1 A2 A3 A4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

PXI

Rear I/O

DC/DC rear I/O

FIG 2 Bus and slot overview of the R&S ® CompactTSVP base unit
(product designation: R&S ® TS-PCA3).
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Module design

The form factor of the R&S ® CompactTSVP 
measurement and switching modules 
reflects the consistent product philos-
ophy of meeting cross-section require-
ments in electronics production. Each 
measurement module allows the pri-
mary switching of incoming signals via 
the front connector plus free access to 
the internal analog measurement bus. 
If only a few signals need to be multi-
plexed for testing a DUT, the multiplexer 
on the measurement module is often 
sufficient. If, however, a large number 
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FIG 4 Schematic of the module format in the R&S ® CompactTSVP plus an example of its use: 
the R&S ® TS-PFG arbitrary waveform generator.

of channels needs to be handled, mul-
tiplexing is carried out via the analog 
measurement bus and matrix switching 
modules. As a result, module connection 
is flexible, which is highly valued in prac-
tice, and fixture cabling for these dedi-
cated measurement tasks is simplified.

An important characteristic of the mea-
surement modules is their capability for 
floating potential measurements or stim-
ulation. They prevent the latent danger 
of hum pick-ups which are likely to occur 
with ground-referenced measurements, 
in particular with longer wiring arrange-

ments. Even measurements in electronic 
circuits are thus possible without any 
influence from the T&M equipment. 

Isolation of the measurement signal and 
signal conditioning – e.g. filtering – is 
directly implemented on the measure-
ment modules of the R&S ® CompactTSVP 
so that most applications do not require 
any additional cost-intensive subsystems 
for signal conditioning.

To implement such a circuitry, the 
module format of PXI modules was 
elongated by 130 mm compared to the 
standard Eurocard format (160 mm × 
100 mm) and the DC-isolated power 
supply of the measurement unit located 
there. A DC/DC converter module spe-
cifically developed for this purpose is 
inserted at the rear of the base unit 
(FIG 4). 

As an extension for industrial use in typi-
cal automatic test equipment (ATE) envi-
ronments, an additional backplane for 
the analog measurement bus has been 
integrated; it can be utilized for flexi-
ble test signal switching in the chassis 
between the modules without requiring 
any additional cables. The signal routing 
of partially high-impedance analog sig-
nals or signals with very low levels must 
be kept at a physical distance from the 

”digital highway”, the PCI bus. The same 
applies to higher voltages. For this pur-
pose, the format of the modules was 
expanded by an interface for the analog 
measurement bus. During the measure-
ments the cross-connection of the sig-
nals from module to module is gener-
ated temporarily via coupling relays to 
the analog measurement bus.

The analog measurement bus has 
another important task: It is the basis 
for an efficient selftest of the modules. 
The relays of the switching matrix mod-
ules in a system can be fully tested by 
means of resistance measurements. The 
R&S ® TS-PSAM multimeter module that 
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is always provided in functional test sys-
tems is intended as internal measuring 
equipment. It is also used to test mea-
surement and stimulus modules. The 
comprehensive selftest report allows 
thorough system diagnostics and makes 
it easier to locate defective circuitry.

Modules for the 
R&S ® CompactTSVP

To implement test systems, the follow-
ing modules from Rohde & Schwarz – in 
addition to the base units – are avail-
able (FIG 5):
 R&S ® TS-PSC3 System controller 

as CompactPCI plug-in, currently with 
1.2 GHz Pentium III and 256 Mbyte 
RAM; standard interfaces include 
USB and Ethernet 

 R&S ® TS-PSAM Digital multimeter 
module with a maximum digitization 
rate of 200 ksamples/s

 R&S ® TS-PMB Relay matrix 
module for signal switching of mea-
surement signals with 90 input chan-
nels

 R&S ® TS-PSM1 Relay module for 
switching current up to 16 A with 
integrated current measurement 
capability via shunts and analog bus

 R&S ® TS-PDFT Dynamic digital 
I/O module with a pattern rate up to 
20 MHz, 32 level-programmable dig-
ital outputs, 32 digital inputs as well 
as serial communication interfaces 

 R&S ® TS-PFG Two-channel arbi-
trary waveform generator with a max-
imum pattern rate of 25 Msamples/s, 
1 megaword signal memory per chan-
nel and a maximum output level of 
40 V (VPP)

The following modules are currently 
being developed:
 R&S ® TS-PICT Complementary 

module for R&S ® TS-PSAM. Com-
bined, the modules allow complete 
analog in-circuit testing 

 R&S ® TS-PAM Dynamic signal 
analysis module with two simultane-
ous sampling input channels for data 
acquisition of signals with sampling 
rates up to 20 Msamples/s

The dynamic measurement and gener-
ator modules are particularly outstand-
ing for their floating characteristics 
and measurements up to 125 V (Vpp). 
In addition to the modules from 
Rohde & Schwarz, the system can also 
accommodate any standard-conformant 
CompactPCI /PXI modules with three 
height units.
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FIG 5 Overview of the available components of the R&S ® CompactTSVP product line.

Comprehensive software – 
ready to go

For convenient test program develop-
ment, a comprehensive library is avail-
able, referred to as a generic test soft-
ware library (GTSL); it features ready-to-
go and fully tested software modules 
for functional tests, based on the Inter-
changeable Virtual Instruments (IVI) 
standard. It includes the entire resources 
management functionality and the con-
figuration of the modules used in the 
system, DUT switching as well as all 
measurement functions of the inte-
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grated modules. This library allows fast 
and reliable onsite configuration of test 
sequences in production and their adap-
tation to changing requirements.

Moreover, the use of GTSL in test pro-
grams significantly facilitates worldwide 
support for users and systems partners. 
Owing to the provision of selftest func-
tionalities in GTSL, R&S ® CompactTSVP 
system products can be efficiently ver-
ified onsite at any time. Currently, the 
Windows® NT4 and Windows® 2000 
operating systems are supported.

Additional software modules come in 
handy alongside functional libraries and 
software drivers. Functional user inter-
faces (soft panels) are provided for put-
ting a module into operation directly 
after automatic hardware detection and 
driver installation (FIG 6). They are used 
to configure switching paths, the set-
ting of the signal conditioning of the 
switching and measuring instruments 

FIG 6 User interface of the Analog Source and Measurement Module R&S ® TS-PSAM , displaying an audio signal 
recorded with 200 ksamples/s.

and of course the measurements, and 
to instantly perform them. Thus, manual 
operation of the individual modules 
becomes possible without having to 
write a user software program, and put-
ting a test setup into operation becomes 
considerably easier and takes less time.

Using the test platform in func-
tional tests

Since T&M basic functionalities and 
commercially available add-on mod-
ules can be combined – in particular 
for the production of electronics prod-
ucts of average complexity – it is possi-
ble to configure a powerful test platform 
in a single compact instrument. Coming 
up with a complete application solu-
tion usually only requires suitable power 
supply units for supplying the DUTs or, 
in the case of high-frequency products, 
the integration of RF T&M instruments 
into the system.

The system can be controlled by means 
of a modular embedded computer. The 
R&S ® TS-PSC3 from Rohde & Schwarz 
is a system controller suitable for 
industry (currently 1.2 GHz Pentium III, 
256 Mbyte RAM). Great emphasis was 
placed on standard interfaces such as 
Ethernet, USB and RS-232-C.

Standardized fixture concept

A standardized fixture concept comple-
ments the modular design. The measure-
ment and switching modules are to be 
fit with the easily accessible connectors 
according to DIN 41612 for cost-efficient 
signal transfer of a large number of test 
points. They can be easily wired (e.g. via 
wire-wrap with needle board fixtures) 
and are specified for higher voltages.

The counterparts are fitted at the fix-
ture end by means of a robust connector 
carrier (FIG 7). At the tester end, a wear 
connector is also mounted by means of a 
connector carrier onto the fixture frame. 
The fixture frame is an optional part of 
the platform and available as a configu-
rable standard component. Moreover, in 
addition to plug-in RF connections, com-
pressed air or vacuum connections can 
be set up in the fixture. 

Summary

In everyday use, international develop-
ment and production sites require T&M 
functionalities and testing resources 
that are product-related and thus avail-
able at all times to a varying extent 
and in different combinations. The 
R&S ® CompactTSVP can provide an effi-
cient basis for systems in diverse appli-
cation scenarios. 

In typical test systems such as engine 
test benches, conformance testers or 
production test systems, available com-
ponents cover the common basic func-
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tions with regard to test capacity and 
test depth. Additional functions and 
numerous interfaces can be seamlessly 
integrated by means of commercially 
available components from specialized 
manufacturers.

The module for analog in-circuit tests 
which will be available in the future 
makes it possible to test electronics 
products for production quality and func-
tionality in one go and with one system.

Daniel Seemann; Michael Grandauer

FIG 7 
Functional test fixture (left) and 
R&S ® TS-PCA3 base unit with mounted 
R&S ® TS-PAD3 fixture interface.

More information and brochure at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com 

(search term: TSVP)

The Open Test Platform R&S ® CompactTSVP 
brochure gives an overview of the 
R&S ® CompactTSVP modules including their 
major specifications and applications.
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Abbreviations
CAN Controller area network. Bit-serial bus originally developed by BOSCH for net-

working microprocessor-based control units in vehicles. Has become an auto-
motive standard and, in automation systems, a field bus used all over the 
world.

CompactPCI Standardized PCI-based bus system for industrial use.

GTSL Generic test software library. Comprehensive library of software modules 
for R&S ® CompactTSVP-based test instruments. Includes functions for 
configuration, DUT connection and test data acquisition – also usable for 
direct calls from test sequences. Offers high software reusability and flexibility.

IVI Interchangable Virtual Instruments. An initiative to standardize driver software 
for T&M equipment. To allow software control of different manufacturers, 
the instruments are grouped according to functions, e.g. power supplies, and 
high-level driver functions are provided.

PXI PCI-eXtension for Instrumentation. Extension of CompactPCI with T&M fea-
tures, e.g. synchronization via reference clock 10 MHz, eight dedicated trig-
ger lines.

R&S ® TSVP Test system versatile platform. Platform concept for PC-based T&M equipment 
with CompactPCI/PXI bus.
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An outstanding achievement: The 

R&S ® SMU200A as the follow-up 

instrument to the successful Signal 

Generator R&S ® SMIQ excels at flex-

ibility and performance. It is the first 

high-end generator able to offer two 

complete signal generators with 

digital modulation capability in a 

single instrument.

Modular design for user-friendly 
solutions

The new Vector Signal Generator 
R&S ® SMU200A is based on a pow-
erful system platform with a fast pro-
cessor and SVGA colour display (800 × 
600 pixels). Occupying only four height 
units, it offers space for up to two RF 
paths – and the user is able to choose 
from four different frequency options 
(upper frequency limit 2.2/3/4/6 GHz) 
for the first RF path. In addition, a 
second RF path with an upper frequency 

limit of up to 2.2 GHz or 3 GHz can be 
installed. The lower frequency limit is 
100 kHz for all options. Both RF paths 
have I/Q modulation capability via the 
internal baseband section of the gener-
ator. The first RF path can also be modu-
lated with external analog I/Q signals.

The baseband section of the R&S®SMU 
is completely digital and can accommo-
date up to two I/Q baseband generators. 
Their output signals can be provided 
with a frequency offset in the baseband 
and added as well. 
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Vector Signal Generator R&S ® SMU200A

The art of signal generation

FIG 1
Visionary: The new Vector Signal 
Generator R&S ® SMU200A offers 
two complete signal generators 
with digital modulation capability in 
a single instrument and facilitates 
the overview due to a novel operat-
ing concept.
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FIG 2
The block diagram on the R&S ® SMU display is of key impor-
tance to the operating concept. Left, the example of 3GPP 
transmit diversity, where a base station transmits differently 
coded signals via two transmitting antennas. An R&S ® SMU 
with two baseband generators is able to simulate this, for 
example to test the receiver of a mobile phone. Baseband A 
generates the signal of antenna 1, baseband B that of antenna 
2 (each in realtime with channel coding). Since both signals 
are transmitted on the same RF frequency, only one RF path 
is required. The yellow/red signal flow in the block diagram of 
the generator was subsequently added to these examples for 
clarification purposes.

FIG 3
Simulation of the multicarrier signal of a 3GPP base station 
for receiver tests on mobile stations, where baseband A 
generates in realtime the wanted signal to be demodulated 
by the receiver. Baseband B generates a matching multicar-
rier signal as the background signal by means of its arbitrary 
waveform generator.

FIG 4
With two RF and two baseband paths, the R&S ® SMU simul-
taneously generates wanted and interfering signals of receiver 
tests; the interfering signal can, of course, also be modulated. 
Thus, tests such as adjacent channel selectivity or blocking 
are feasible with only one instrument.

Application examples: The R&S ® SMU200A with two paths
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The flexible concept with diverse options 
allows nearly all conceivable versions: 
from the vector signal generator with 
external modulation capability with one 
RF path through to the fully-fledged 
device with two RF paths. Moreover, 
most options (e.g. digital mobile radio 
standards) are software options and 
easily upgradeable. Users can thus con-
figure devices that are tailored to meet 
their specific applications and only buy 
what they really need.

Two baseband/RF paths open 
up new applications 

Two signal generators in one – a design 
that saves 50 % in space. Both paths 
open up applications to the R&S ® SMU 
that were so far only feasible with sev-
eral signal generators, involving enor-
mous effort. If two baseband generators 
are installed, their output signals can be 
digitally added and applied to the I/Q 
modulator of an RF path – if necessary 
weighted and with an application-spe-
cific frequency offset. Owing to an inno-
vative resampling concept, the entire 
baseband section runs using a common 
clock, and synchronization is child’s play. 
One baseband generator can also trig-
ger the other one, allowing a defined 
time offset between the signals. It is 
thus possible to create complex scenar-
ios that will be required in mobile radio 
in the future by using just one RF path 
(for examples, see left page). The maxi-
mum bandwidth of the overall signal of 
80 MHz is more than sufficient for nearly 
all applications.

With two RF and two baseband paths, 
there is almost nothing left to be desired. 
The generator can also generate signal 
combinations that largely differ in power 
and frequency offset, for example a 
wanted signal and modulated interfering 
signal for receiver tests. Modulation sig-
nals of up to 80 MHz are now possible 
on each path. 

Ready for 3G and more

The core of an R&S ® SMU baseband 
generator (option R&S ® SMU-B10) is 
a universal coder with DSP and FPGA 
coprocessor for calculating complex sig-
nals in realtime. The generator is thus 
basically able to generate signals for all 
common mobile radio standards. The 
universal coder features ASK, FSK (incl. 
MSK), PSK (incl. 8PSK EDGE) and QAM 
(up to 1024QAM) as modulation modes 
plus all standard baseband filters and 
coding types. Different PRBS types, user-
specific patterns and data lists are pro-
vided as internal data sources. It is also 
possible to apply external data in real-
time via the USB interface, the serial or 
the parallel port.

Moreover, each R&S ® SMU baseband 
generator contains an arbitrary wave-
form generator (ARB) with a 56 Msample 
memory depth, thus surpassing even 
the trustworthy I/Q Modulation Gener-
ator R&S ® AMIQ from Rohde & Schwarz. 
Plus, lower oversampling values can be 
used with each of these ARBs because 
of the built-in hardware interpolation 
filter, which again increases the effec-
tive memory depth. 

Of course, the tried-and-tested Simula-
tion Software R&S ® WinIQSIM™ sup-
ports the R&S ® SMU, too. All standards 
that can be generated with this soft-
ware, including WLAN 802.11 (a, b and 
g), cdma2000 and 3GPP TDD low rate 
(TD-SCDMA) and high rate, are thus 
available to users right from the start.

Furthermore, the generator internally 
provides software options that are tai-
lored to meet important mobile radio 
standards. To begin with, the 3GPP FDD 
und GSM/EDGE options are available. 
Another available option generates CW 
multicarrier signals as are often required 
for amplifier tests. 

The GSM/EDGE option allows the 
R&S ® SMU to change modulation 
between GMSK and 8PSK EDGE in real-
time and offers all burst types defined 
in the standard. Plus, in the new framed 
(double) mode, two different frames can 
be generated. The number of repetitions 
of a frame prior to changing to another 
frame can be set. The generator is thus 
able to simulate multiframe scenar-
ios, for example an idle burst every 26 
frames, or a change of modulation as a 
function of time in a defined timeslot.

In the digital standard 3GPP, the realtime 
capabilities and the ARB of a baseband 
generator are combined so that the gen-
erator provides an impressive function-
ality portfolio. In downlink mode, up to 
four code channels can be generated 
in realtime, including channel coding 
(PCCPCH and up to three DPCHs). All 
in all, the R&S ® SMU simulates up to 
four base stations with 128 DPCHs each 
(with control channels). All conceiv-
able scenarios are thus possible, rang-
ing from the standard-conformant refer-
ence measurement channel to the sim-
ulation of a base station under full load. 
The orthogonal channel noise simula-
tion (OCNS) defined in the standard is, 
of course, also available. In uplink mode, 
the three modes PRACH, PCPCH and 
DPCCH with DPDCH can be selected, 
for mobile station 1 all in realtime and 
with channel coding. Thus, receiver 
tests on 3GPP base stations according 
to TS 25.141 are possible. For more com-
plex scenarios, the generator can simu-
late up to 67 additional mobile stations. 
Numerous other functions and compre-
hensive graphical possibilities such as 
code domain (FIG 5) or channel graph 
complement the picture. 
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FIG 5
Left: The code domain display of the 3GPP FDD system in the R&S ® SMU. 
Below: For comparison, the same signal measured by using the 3GPP option in 
the Signal Analyzer R&S ® FSQ.

FIG 6 With a 3GPP signal with four carriers, the R&S ® SMU achieves ACLR values of 
typically 64 dB in the adjacent channel, typically 65 dB in the alternate channel.
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FIG 7 SSB phase noise of the R&S ® SMU for important carrier frequen-
cies (typical values).
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If required, additive white Gaussian 
noise (AWGN) or artificial I/Q impair-
ments can be added to the I/Q signals 
thus generated. For test purposes, a 
single noise signal can be generated. 
Modern 16-bit DACs carry out the D/A 
conversion. 

Outstanding signal quality

Needless to say, the signal quality of the 
R&S ® SMU – a criterion that is still of 
paramount importance in many applica-
tions – is just as impressive. Especially 
measurements on RF components such 
as power amplifiers for 3GPP base sta-
tions place highly stringent requirements 
on the T&M equipment used (FIG 8). 
Here as well, the generator wins out. 
With a 3GPP test model 1, 64 DPCHs, it 
achieves ACLR values of typically 70 dB 
in the adjacent channel and typically 
75 dB in the alternate channel. With a 
3GPP four-carrier signal, as shown in 
FIG 6 , the generator typically achieves 
64 dB in the adjacent channel and typi-
cally 65 dB in the alternate channel, thus 
offering maximum performance for any 
conceivable signal configurations. At the 
same time, the vector error of the gener-
ated signals is extremely small (for 3GPP 
typ. 0.3 % with 1 DPCH, rms value).

Another important parameter is the SSB 
phase noise (FIG 7). In this case, the 
generator typically achieves –135 dBc at 
1 GHz (20 kHz offset, 1 Hz measurement 
bandwidth); to achieve such a value, 
conventional devices require expensive 
options. This achieves not only excep-
tionally small modulation errors with 
narrowband standards but makes the 
R&S ® SMU ideal for use as an interferer 
with blocking measurements.

The I/Q modulator used in the gener-
ator exhibits an RF modulation band-
width of 200 MHz which can be fully 
exploited in the external wideband I/Q 
mode with external analog I/Q signals. 

If the internal baseband section is used, 
an RF modulation bandwidth of 80 MHz 
(per installed path) is available. The 
R&S ® SMU is thus ideally prepared for 
the broadband systems of the future.

A new digital level control ensures high 
level linearity and accurate repeatability, 
both important parameters for numer-
ous measurements. With the latter, the 
generator typically achieves an excel-
lent value of 0.05 dB – even with modu-
lated signals such as for 3GPP. The over-
all level uncertainty is less than 0.5 dB. 

An electronic attenuator ensures wear-
free switching in the entire level range. 
The generator features up to +13 dBm 
(PEP) in its standard version. By means 
of the high-power option, the output 
power can be increased up to +19 dBm 
(up to +26 dBm in overrange). The 

option is installed in parallel with the 
electronic attenuator so that the latter 
can still be used in the normal level 
range.

Modern intuitive operating 
concept

The third-generation mobile radio 
places high demands on the function-
ality of signal generators. Complex sig-
nals, partially with channel coding, 
must be generated for standard-con-
formant measurements on base sta-
tions or mobile phones. For this reason, 
Rohde & Schwarz has developed a 
state-of-the-art operating concept 
with a graphical user interface for the 
R&S ® SMU. The main element of this 
concept is the block diagram that visual-
izes the entire signal flow from baseband 

FIG 8 The R&S ® SMU (upper instrument in FIG) sets new standards in signal generation and excels 
not only in measurements on power amplifiers.
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FIG 9 The R&S ® SMU is able to display the generated 
baseband signal in realtime.

FIG 10
The context-sensitive 
help includes the entire 
operating manual and 
offers full-text search.
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to RF output (FIG 2 to FIG 4) with each 
block representing a functional unit in 
the device. The graphical display helps 
the user to recognize at any time both 
the active blocks and the point in the 
signal flow at which a specific parame-
ter is effective. The block diagram also 
shows other active control signals such 
as trigger or marker. Submenus are dis-
played in individual windows, similar to 
PC programs. The generator can be con-
trolled via the front panel as well as with 
keyboard and mouse.

The block diagram and in particular 
its graphical functions are convincing. 
Owing to its built-in transients recorder, 
it can display the generated baseband 
signal in realtime in all common display 
modes: I(t), Q(t), vector diagram, con-

stellation diagram, frequency spectrum, 
etc (FIG 9). It is thus easy to verify if the 
required signal is generated; moreover, 
an oscilloscope or a signal analyzer to 
check the I/Q signal becomes superflu-
ous. This concept makes even the gen-
eration of the most complex signals 
child’s play – and it’s fun to operate the 
R&S ® SMU.

And should the user really need some 
help, this is also no problem. A simple 
click on the help key opens the con-
text-sensitive help system with explana-
tions of the selected parameter (FIG 10). 
It contains the entire operating manual 
of the generator and offers numerous 
possible navigations including full-text 
search, as known from Internet brows-
ers.

Dr René Desquiotz

The main characteristics of the Vector Signal Generator R&S ® SMU200A

 Two signal generators in one
 First RF path up to 2.2/3/4 GHz or 6 GHz
 Second RF path up to 2.2 GHz or 3 GHz
 Up to two I/Q baseband generators can be installed
 Baseband signals can be added digitally, also with frequency offset
 Baseband generator with universal coder for realtime signals and arbitrary waveform 

generator with 56 Msample for I and Q and four marker bits per sample (256 Mbyte)
 I/Q modulator with 200 MHz bandwidth
 Very low SSB phase noise of typically –135 dBc (f = 1 GHz, 20 kHz carrier offset, 

1 Hz measurement bandwidth)
 Outstanding ACLR values of typically 70 dB (3GPP test model 1, 64 DPCHs, adjacent channel)
 Very short frequency setting times of <3 ms (<450 µs in List mode)
 Electronic attenuator up to 6 GHz
 High output level up to +19 dBm (+26 dBm in overrange) with high-power option
 Intuitive operating concept with graphical display of the signal flow (block diagram)

More information and electronic configura-
tor on the Internet at 

www.rohde-schwarz.com 
(search term: SMU200A)
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Vector Signal Generator R&S ® SM300

Wide variety of test signals 
at an excellent price

Like the Spectrum Analyzer 

R&S ® FS300 [*], the new signal gener-

ator is based on the Family 300 plat-

form and has its characteristic design. 

The R&S ® SM300 offers maximum 

functionality in a compact unit and 

excellent specifications at a low price.

Wide variety of functions

Whether in the development lab, in ser-
vice or remotely controlled in production, 
the new R&S ® SM300 (FIG 1) is an ideal 
choice if you need a favourably priced 
signal source. Despite its low price, this 
signal generator meets virtually every 
requirement as regards versatility of 
application: integrated broadband I/Q 
modulator, pulse modulator, modulation 
generator, electronic attenuator and a 
frequency range from 9 kHz to 3 GHz. 

Featuring a 5.4" colour display and a 
user-friendly operating concept – the set 
parameters are displayed in a clear-cut 
block diagram – the generator can be 
configured fast and conveniently.

A universal talent

The new member of the R&S Smart 
Instruments™ family covers all the 
important frequency bands, e.g. for 
WLAN, Bluetooth® and EMC measure-
ments. The R&S ® SM300 is the first gen-
erator in this price category to deliver 
digitally modulated signals, as required 
for mobile radio measurements. All that 
is needed is an I/Q arbitrary waveform 
generator, for example the R&S ® AMIQ, 
which is connected to the I/Q inputs of 
the R&S ® SM300. The generator’s built-
in I/Q modulator has a bandwidth of 
40 MHz, which means that the instru-
ment covers all common mobile radio 

FIG 1 The Vector Signal Genera-
tor R&S ® SM300, the new member of the 
R&S Smart Instruments™ family.
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Vector Signal Generator R&S ® SM300

Wide variety of test signals 
at an excellent price

standards and fully meets the relevant 
requirements for in-channel measure-
ments. 

On top of this, the signal generator 
offers frequency and level sweeps, ver-
satile analog modulation modes includ-
ing AM, FM, ϕM, and high signal quality. 
This makes the R&S ® SM300 a universal 
tool for all kinds of radio measurements 
in the lab, in service and in the pro-
duction test shop. Its frequency range 
can even be extended down to 20 Hz 
by means of the AF generator, whose 
output is next to the RF output. 

The built-in squarewave generator and 
pulse modulator in addition gener-
ate bursts with a minimum duration of 
100 µs. The pulse modulator has a rise 
time of less than 500 ns, which allows 
bursts as short as a few microseconds to 
be generated if an external pulse gener-
ator is used. Such bursts are needed in 
radar applications, for example. 

The output level can be set between 
–127 dBm and +13 dBm in steps of 
0.1 dB – an important prerequisite for 
sensitivity measurements on receiv-
ers. This feature is enhanced by the 
extremely low level uncertainty of the 
R&S ® SM300, i.e. less than 1 dB (for 
levels >–120 dBm) over the entire 
specified frequency range, which is 
achieved by means of complex calibra-
tion processes. Compared with gener-
ators with higher level uncertainty, the 
R&S ® SM300 thus allows greater toler-
ances in the test setup without any det-
rimental effect on total measurement 
uncertainty. This reduces the costs of 
test setup as well as the error rate.

As far as signal quality is concerned, the 
new generator is particularly attractive 
for its low spurious FM and AM. Typi-
cal values are as low as 0.01 % or 3 Hz, 
respectively, weighted to ITU-T – which 
can by no means be regarded as stan-
dard in this price category. These key fig-

ures, which are important for modula-
tion, make the instrument ideally suited 
for applications where the transmission 
characteristics of amplifiers and mixers 
are to be determined.

Elaborate design

A synthesizer with only one loop gener-
ates RF frequencies in the range 3.8 GHz 
to 6.8 GHz (FIG 2). To fulfil the stringent 
requirements placed, for example, on 
phase noise and frequency resolution, 
an ASIC developed by Rohde & Schwarz 
is used that features a fractional divider 
as well as direct feed of the FM signal 
into the control loop. The signal obtained 
is applied to a mixer and converted, with 
a fixed frequency of 3.8 GHz, to the 
useful frequency range of 0 Hz to 3 GHz. 
Compared with signal generation by way 
of frequency division, this method not 
only reduces costs since it eliminates 
the need for dividers and harmonics fil-
ters, but also has the advantage that the 
maximum possible frequency deviation 
is ensured across the entire frequency 
range. The advantages of this method 
are shown by the very low phase noise 
of the R&S ® SM300 at a warranted 
value of –95 dBc(1 Hz) at a carrier offset 
of 20 kHz. 

The generator concept also allows the 
easy implementation of a pulse modula-
tor. The signal at the output is switched 
on and off by switching a 3.8 GHz VCO 
on and off. This concept offers the 
advantages of short switching times 
of less than 500 ns as well as a wide 
dynamic range. The pulse modulator can 
be driven either by means of the inter-
nal squarewave generator or an exter-
nal pulse generator. The internal square-
wave generator is purely digital with 
pulse widths selectable between 100 µs 
and 1 s.

The implementation of digital modu-
lation is somewhat more complex. For 

this, an I/Q modulator is needed, which 
becomes more expensive or more 
restricted with respect to technical data 
as the range it covers widens. The I/Q 
modulator of the R&S ® SM300 oper-
ates at a fixed frequency only, which 
reduces broadband requirements, and 
for the first time allows excellent modu-
lation characteristics to be achieved at 
an unprecedented price. 

Due to the use of a finely stepped elec-
tronic attenuator, the new generator 
even withstands continuous operation 
under the harshest conditions in produc-
tion. On top of this, the generator comes 
with an excellent VSWR of <1.6 (9 kHz 
to 3 GHz) – an important prerequisite for 
low level uncertainty at the DUT.

I/Q modulator

The R&S ® SM300 is the only signal gen-
erator in this price range that offers as 
standard a built-in I/Q modulator and 
thus opens up, as an entry-level model, 
the world of digitally modulated signals 
such as used in digital mobile radio or in 
WLANs. The I/Q signals required as an 
input to the modulator are supplied, for 
example, by the I/Q Modulation Genera-
tor R&S ® AMIQ from Rohde & Schwarz or, 
alternatively, by the Function/Arbitrary 
Waveform Generator R&S ® AM300 
(FIG 5), which will soon be available as a 
new member of the Family 300.

Electr.
 atten-
uator

RF 
output

Modu-
lator

I

Q

(AM)

On / Off

Pulse-
generator

VCO
3.8 GHz

VCO
3.8 GHz to 

6.8 GHz

FM

FIG 2 Block diagram of the R&S ® SM300.
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Condensed data of the R&S ® SM300
Frequency range RF: 9 kHz to 3 GHz; AF: 20 Hz to 80 kHz
Frequency resolution 0.1 Hz
Modulation modes AM, FM, ϕM, pulse, I/Q
Level resolution 0.1 dB
Level uncertainty <1 dB (for levels >–120 dBm)
Level range –127 dBm to 13 dBm
Setting times for frequency and level <10 ms
Single-sideband (SSB) phase noise <–95 dBc(1 Hz) at f = 1 GHz, ∆f = 20 kHz
Internal modulation generator 20 Hz to 80 kHz
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FIG 4 WCDMA signal, test model 1 with 64 channels: EVM: 2.7 %; peak CDE: –51.5 dB.

FIG 5 R&S Smart Instruments™ – A strong trio (left to right): the Spectrum Analyzer 
R&S ® FS300, the Vector Signal Generator R&S ® SM300, and the new Function/
Arbitrary Waveform Generator R&S ® AM300, which will soon be available.
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FIG 3 3GPP signal, test model 1 with 64 channels: ACLR typically 54 dBc.
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An important amplifier test in digital 
mobile radio applications is adjacent-
channel power measurement based 
on the WCDMA (3GPP) standard. The 
R&S ® SM300’s dynamic range allows 
measurements on WCDMA mobiles, for 
which the standard specifies an adjacent 
channel leakage ratio (ACLR) of 35 dBc 
in the first adjacent channel. Manu-
facturers of mobile phones stipulate 
a value of typically 5 dB to 8 dB better 
than the standard in order to be reli-
ably below the permissible limit. Taking 
into account the required signal-to-noise 
ratio of 10 dB, a dynamic range of 50 dB 
to 53 dB is obtained for the signal gener-
ator. The R&S ® SM300 has an ACLR typi-
cally as high as 54 dBc (FIG 3). 

Another important parameter to be mea-
sured on digitally modulated signals is 
the error vector magnitude (EVM), which 
likewise provides information about the 
transmission characteristics of the com-
ponents used. The EVM expresses the 
deviation of the signal at the DUT output 
from the ideal signal and is thus a mea-
sure of the transmission quality. The cru-
cial requirement for the signal generator 
with respect to this measurement is a 
low inherent error value to avoid distor-
tion of results. For a WCDMA signal in 
line with the 3GPP standard, for example, 
the R&S ® SM300 has an inherent EVM 
of less than 3 % and is thus far below the 
permissible limit value (FIG 4).

In the case of GSM signals, the phase 
error is measured instead of the EVM. 
The GSM Specification 05.05 defines 
a limit value of 5  ° for the root-mean-
square (rms) phase error. With a 
static phase error of typically 1.1 °, the 
R&S ® SM300 here too remains far below 
the permissible limit.

Remote control via the USB

The R&S ® SM300 can be remotely con-
trolled from a PC via its USB interface 
implemented as standard. Software 
drivers are available for LabView and 
LabWindows/CVI; a dynamic link library 
(DLL) exists for all common development 
languages (Visual Basic, C++, Delphi, 
MATLAB, etc). The command structure 
used for the drivers is the same as in 
other Rohde & Schwarz signal generators 
and is designed for fast programming 
of the instrument. The software driv-
ers can be downloaded from the Inter-
net and are continuously updated for all 
Rohde & Schwarz instruments. 

In addition to the software driv-
ers, a free program is available for the 
R&S ® SM300 that allows convenient 
remote control of the instrument from 
a PC without any programming exper-
tise required on the part of the user. This 
application supports all generator com-
mands; in addition, all instrument set-
tings can be stored on hard disk. 

The program can be started separately 
for each instrument of the Family 300 
connected to the PC, which means that 
several different units of this family 
can be controlled simultaneously. Mea-
surement tasks involving several units 
can thus be controlled from a single PC. 
Commercial USB cables are used for 
connection to the PC, so that no extra 
hardware such as expensive IEC/IEEE 
bus cards is needed.

Summary

The R&S ® SM300 is available from 
‡  65001). In addition to a frequency 
range from 20 Hz to 3 GHz, it features a 
wide variety of modulation capabilities 
and setting options not available at this 
price from any other supplier. Unprece-
dented in this price category is the stan-
dard I/Q modulator, which opens up a 
wide range of applications including dig-
ital mobile radio measurements. 

And, of course, the R&S ® SM300 offers 
the well-known advantages of the 
Family 300 platform concept: wide range 
of functions, compact design, 5.4" colour 
display, effective RF shielding, universal 
carrying handle and a user-friendly oper-
ating concept – all of which makes it 
easier for the user to solve complex mea-
surement tasks.

Robert Obertreis

1)  Recommended sales price within the EU.

More information and data sheet at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com

(search term: SM300)

REFERENCES
[*]    Spectrum Analyzer R&S ® FS300 – Favour-

ably priced and universal for labora-
tory, service and production. News from 
Rohde & Schwarz (2003) No. 177, 
pp 20–23
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Signal Analyzer R&S ® FSQ/Spectrum Analyzer R&S ® FSP

WLAN measurements with analyzers 
from Rohde & Schwarz

New options expand the scope of 

applications of the R&S ® FSQ [1] 

and R&S ® FSP [2] analyzers by spec-

trum and modulation measurements 

on OFDM signals in accordance with 

the WLAN standards IEEE 802.11a/g. 

Numerous measurements as specified 

by the standards are thus available at 

a keystroke.

FIG 1 WLAN measurements on the Signal Analyzer R&S ® FSQ.

WLAN requires efficient 
analyzers

Compared to single-carrier modulation 
methods, the multicarrier method that 
is used with the wireless LAN standards 
IEEE802.11a and IEEE802.11g places 
new requirements on transmitters and 
receivers, and thus also on T&M technol-
ogy. For example, the high crest factor of 
these signals calls for an amplifier design 
that is matched to the signal. Then there 
is the additional challenge that a com-
plete 802.11g module requires the imple-
mentation of both a single-carrier and 
a multicarrier modulation method in a 
single instrument. 

Rohde & Schwarz therefore offers WLAN 
options tailored to development and pro-
duction that complement the high-end 

Signal Analyzer R&S ® FSQ (FIG 1) and 
the favourably priced Spectrum Analyzer 
R&S ® FSP.

Standards 802.11a and g
WLAN signals in accordance with the 
standard 802.11a are defined for gross 
transmission rates from 6 Mbit/s to 
54 Mbit/s; transmission is via OFDM. 
A total of 52 single carriers spaced at 
312.5 kHz are used; four carriers in their 
function as pilots are BPSK-modulated. 
Each of the remaining 48 carriers is 
either BPSK-, QPSK-, 16QAM- or 64QAM-
modulated. The signal itself occupies 
approx. 16 MHz, the channel bandwidth 
has been specified at 20 MHz, and the 
channel center frequency is an integer 
multiple of 5 MHz. With 802.11a, the 
signal is transmitted at 5.6 GHz, with 
802.11g OFDM at 2.4 GHz.

44032
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The standard 802.11a specifies a series 
of transmitter measurements. However, 
in development and production, require-
ments go beyond these measurements. 
Both Rohde & Schwarz analyzers there-
fore support a multitude of other mea-
surements – in addition to those defined 
in the standard. Moreover, both instru-
ments also provide all the functions of a 
spectrum analyzer.

R&S ® FSQ high-end tester 

The R&S ® FSQ with WLAN option is a 
high-end tester for development and 
production. The 802.11a signal occupies 
a bandwidth of nearly 20 MHz which 
cannot be processed by conventional RF 
spectrum analyzers. This is where the 
R&S ® FSQ with an RF bandwidth of up 
to 28 MHz that can be vector-analyzed 
shows off its advantages. Signal analy-
ses in the 5 GHz band (802.11a), in the 
2.4 GHz band (802.11g, OFDM), on any 
IF between 10 MHz and 3.6/8/26.5 GHz 
(FIGs 2 and 3) and in the baseband (with 
optional analog baseband inputs) are 
thus feasible.

Convenient to operate
Two simple tables (FIG 4) provide an 
overview of all settings of the WLAN 
option, making it possible to change 
them at a keystroke. Once the appli-
cation has been started, only the 
frequency/channel number needs to be 
entered before the measurement can 
start. The analyzer follows level changes 
by means of the optional auto-level func-
tion which makes manual entries super-
fluous.

It is therefore very easy to perform single 
measurements, measurements with a 
definable number of bursts, coherent 
measurements within a settable period 
of time or continuous measurements. 
The results are output in a table (incl. 
limit values) or as a graphical display 
(incl. limit value lines and pass/ fail infor-
mation) in one or two windows simulta-
neously (FIG 5). 

The WLAN option can be remote-con-
trolled via the IEC/IEEE bus and LAN, 
which is a prerequisite for use in 
production.

FIG 2 Standard-conformant spectrum measurement with mask and pass/fail information.

WLAN options for the 
R&S®FSQ and the R&S®FSP

 Complex WLAN OFDM measure-
ments at a keystroke

 For laboratory and production 
 Measurements at RF, IF or in the 

baseband
 EVM and spectral measurements
 Fully configurable in only two 

windows 
 Remote-controllable and fast
 Spectrum and signal analyzer in a 

single instrument 

FIG 3 Constellation diagram of all or (selectable) individual carriers.

Extremely low inherent and phase noise, 
unrivalled low residual error vector mag-
nitude (EVM), high dynamic range as 
well as outstanding accuracy make the 
R&S ® FSQ the ideal high-end tester for 
the development of baseband ICs, ampli-
fiers and modules where tolerances and 
limit values often have to be narrower 
than specified in the standard.
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FIG 5 Display of the main parameters at a glance: The measurement covering 20 bursts shows 
an EVM of –45.62 dB for the ”best” burst (min) and –43.8 dB for the worst burst (max) as well as 
an average EVM of 44.65 dB for all bursts. The red figures indicate that the measured frequency 
error value exceeds the limit value specified by the standard.

FIG 4 
The two tables permit 
a quick overview of the 
selected settings plus 
quick access to the 
setting parameters. 

FIG 7 
EMV versus symbols 

(top) or versus 
carriers (bottom).

FIG 6 Burst configuration.

Data
Variable number of OFDM symbols

Signal
1 OFDM symbolPLCP preamble

PPDU

Rate
4 bits

Reserved
1 bit

Length
12 bits

Parity
1 bit

Tail
6 bits

Service
16 bits

Tail
6 bits Pad bitsPSDU

PLCP header

Coded/OFDM
(BPSK, r = 1/2)

Coded/OFDM
(rate is indicated in signal)
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Useful in development
Signals in accordance with WLAN 
802.11a/g may contain bursts that vary 
in modulation modes and lengths. The 
developer is often faced with the task 
of filtering the bursts according to a 
specific modulation mode and specific 
length from this mixture, demodulat-
ing them and comparing them to limit 
values.

The WLAN option also frees the devel-
oper from having to perform this task. 
Both the modulation mode to be ana-
lyzed and the burst length (number of 
payload symbols) can be set in such 
a way that only those bursts are ana-
lyzed that correspond to these crite-
ria. Together with the settable number 
of bursts to be measured, it is for exam-
ple possible to automatically detect and 
measure 64QAM-modulated bursts and 
bursts with a length of 67 payload sym-
bols in such a mixture.

The duration of the intervals between 
the transmitted bursts can vary as well. 
If long intervals are expected, measure-
ment speed can be further augmented 
by selecting an appropriate trigger (free 
run, external or power trigger) and a 
signal-specific data-recording time. The 
trigger threshold is selected either man-
ually or automatically.

The evaluation of the signal field – an 
information field in each burst in which, 
for example, the modulation mode and 
number of payload symbols are coded 
(FIG 6) – permits automatic modulation 
detection and a test to check whether 
the content of the signal field is correct. 
In the bit stream display, the transmitted 
raw bits can be checked for each burst 
and carrier.

Various in-depth analysis and evalua-
tion capabilities for the development 
and verification phase are available, e.g. 
EVM versus all carriers or versus sym-
bols (FIG 7).

R&S ® FSP – economical for 
production 

When WLAN components are produced, 
reduced and very simple measure-
ments are usually performed to maxi-
mize throughput. With its fast and highly 
accurate power and spectrum measure-
ments, the R&S ® FSP is the ideal spec-
trum analyzer for this purpose; comple-
mented with the R&S ® FSP-K90 option, 
it is also able to measure the modula-
tion parameters of the WLAN signal on 
a reduced number of OFDM carriers. 
In accordance with a patent-pending 
method, it uses only the 28 inner carriers 
for modulation analysis which are com-
pletely sufficient for adjusting the EVM 
or the I/Q offset, for example. 

Summary

Thus, the R&S ® FSQ and the 
R&S ® FSQ-K90 cover all requirements in 
development while the R&S ® FSP and 
the R&S ® FSP-K90 provide an economi-
cal solution for production.

In addition to spectrum analysis, the 
analyzers of course handle the full range 
of modern communication methods. In 
times of rapid change, measurement 
applications for GSM/EDGE, WCDMA, 
HSDPA, cdma2000 and TD-SCDMA 
ensure a flexible response to shift-
ing market priorities. The Signal Ana-
lyzer R&S ® FSQ is also ideal for han-
dling bandwidth requirements exceed-
ing 30 MHz.

The R&S ® FSQ-K70 vector signal analysis 
option expands the R&S ® FSQ by univer-
sal demodulation and analysis functions 
for digitally modulated signals up to a 
symbol rate of 25 Msymb/s.

Johannes Steffens 

More information and data sheets at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com 

(search term: FSQ and FSP)

REFERENCES
[1]    Signal Analyzers R&S ® FSQ – Band-

width and dynamic range for future sys-
tems and technologies. News from 
Rohde & Schwarz (2002) No. 174, 
pp 17–21

[2]    Spectrum Analyzer R&S ® FSP – Medium 
class aspiring to high end. News from 
Rohde & Schwarz (1999) No. 166, pp 4–7
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Spectrum Analyzer R3681 from Advantest

Broadband modulation analysis for 
wireless LAN 

FIG 1 The new Spectrum Analyzer R3681 from Advantest with the WLAN modulation analysis 
module.

Flexible and future-oriented measure-

ment solutions are vital for the follow-

on development of WLAN technology. 

The new Spectrum Analyzer R3681 

from Advantest (FIG 1) with WLAN 

modulation analysis places special 

emphasis on this aspect.

The increasing demand for broad-
band data communication – not only 
at home and at work, but also while on 
the road, for example during business 
trips – has considerably advanced wire-
less LAN technology. The need for higher 
data rates as well as regional differ-
ences have resulted in different versions 
of this standard. This is why the follow-
on development of WLAN technology 
requires flexible and future-oriented 
measurement solutions. The new Spec-
trum Analyzer R3681 from Advantest 
with WLAN modulation analysis gives 
special consideration to this aspect.

Modular design

The future-oriented high-end spectrum 
analyzer with modular design can be 
upgraded by means of different modules, 
for example one for broadband modula-
tion analysis which, coupled with appro-
priate software options, covers a wide 
range of modulation standards. The 
first option available is WLAN. Addi-
tional standards such as WCDMA/3GPP 
will be added over time. Other modules 
include an arbitrary waveform generator 
and a signal generator.

Photo: Advantest
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FIGs 2/3 The R3681 excels with versatile graphical analysis functions.

In addition to HiperLAN/2 and 
HiSWANa, the option for WLAN signals 
also analyzes the standards 802.11a/b /
g. Analysis can be carried out either via 
the RF input or the I/Q baseband inputs. 
An automatic analysis function makes 
complicated settings on the analyzer 
superfluous because it automatically rec-
ognizes the BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 
64QAM modulation modes – and ana-
lyzes even signals with different modula-
tion modes in each subcarrier. Moreover, 
it permits the analysis of signals that do 
not conform to standard , e.g. OFDM sig-
nals without preamble, which is of par-
ticular interest in development.

It’s up to the user to decide which sym-
bols of the signal are to be used for anal-
ysis. For example, a BPSK constellation 
diagram of the preamble or a 64QAM 
constellation diagram of the data signal 
based on any number of symbols any-
where in the data signal can be dis-
played. The analysis can, of course, also 
be performed for the entire signal.

A wide variety of measurement param-
eters make the R3681 an ideal tool in 
research and development. They far sur-
pass the parameters specified in the 
standards and help developers to find 
the source of problems. For example, the 
EVM versus Time function displays the 
value of the error vector of each indi-
vidual symbol; if the overall EVM value 
is too high, its exact cause can thus be 
determined.

The 12.1" touch screen displays up to 
four different subscreens simultaneously, 
which is particularly beneficial in mod-
ulation analysis. A novel zoom function 
in the spectrum mode permits vertical or 
horizontal zooming of signals by defin-
ing the zooming area by activating the 
touch screen. The main WLAN measure-

ment parameters are output in a table 
or in a number of sophisticated graph-
ical displays (FIGs 2/3). This includes 
EVM values, magnitude and phase errors 
of all subcarriers individually as well as 

versus time or symbols, the demodulated 
data, constellation diagrams and a spec-
trogram display, to name just a few anal-
ysis functions.

Signal analysis – comprehensive, flexible 
and straightforward

News from Rohde & Schwarz Number 180 (2003/ IV) News from Rohde & Schwarz Number 180 (2003/ IV)
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Simply top-class

The R3681 is a first-rate spectrum ana-
lyzer covering the frequency range from 
20 Hz to 32 GHz. With a noise floor of 
typically –158 dBm at 1 GHz that can 
be reduced to –168 dBm by using an 
internal preamplifier, a level uncer-
tainty of only 0.2 dB and an S/N ratio 
of –122 dBc(1 Hz) with 10 kHz spacing 
at 800 MHz, it satisfies the most rigor-
ous requirements in research and devel-
opment.

Automatic software
routines

Optional automatic software routines 
perform transmitter measurements, e.g. 
the transmit spectrum mask or spuri-
ous measurement (transmission spuri-
ous), in accordance with the standards 
802.11a/b/g and the specific require-
ments as defined by the FCC (USA) or 
TELEC (Japan) (FIG 4).

More information and data sheet at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com 

(search term: R3681)

FIG 4 
Measurement of the transmit spectrum mask 

using automatic measurement software.

Arbitrary waveform generator

An optional AWG module generates 
diverse signals with a memory depth of 
64 Msamples on each of the two chan-
nels. These 64 Msamples can be divided 
into 4×16 Msamples and stored to four 
different memories and quickly switched. 
The four memories for the generation of 
BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM sig-
nals can be used simultaneously, for 
example. The AWG module offers a res-
olution of 14 bits and a sampling rate of 
200 MHz.

Signal analysis can thus be carried 
out in the I/Q plane or, with an addi-
tional signal generator module, in the 
WLAN frequency range. It is also possi-
ble to analyze the bit error ratio (BER) by 
means of a built-in counter. In addition, 
external software permits the analysis of 
the packet error ratio (PER). 

Summary

The combination of high-end spectrum 
analyzer, flexible and versatile WLAN 
modulation analysis, signal and arbitrary 
waveform generator modules and future 
expandability with regard to band-
width and modulation standards make 
the R3681 a future-oriented invest-
ment. It has been designed for higher 
bandwidths than the currently imple-
mented 25 MHz and will be expandable 
to a bandwidth of up to 140 MHz in the 
future. Thus, expansions of the WLAN 
standard necessitating higher band-
widths can subsequently be integrated 
into the analyzer.

Andreas Henkel
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RF Component Analyzer R3860A from Advantest

Network and component analysis 
made easy

Netzwerkanalysatoren

FIG 1 The new R3860A allrounder from Advantest.

Advantest has launched its new 

R3860A network and compo-

nent analyzer (FIG 1), an allrounder 

that satisfies the most diverse 

requirements.

Committed to new trends

New trends in development such as bal-
anced components are gaining in impor-
tance. Especially in mobile radio, they 
are favoured to an increasing extent. 
Because of the high innovation rate in 
mobile phones, more and more individ-
ual components are integrated into mod-
ules which can then include filter, mixer 
and amplifier – also in combined bal-

anced and unbalanced technology. At 
the same time, new developments such 
as wireless LAN require measurements 
in frequency ranges beyond 8 GHz.

This results in a completely new require-
ments profile for T&M equipment. By 
launching its new R3860A network and 
components analyzer, Advantest has put 
an instrument on the market that satis-
fies all these diverse requirements.

Photo: Advantest
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FIG 2 Balanced measurements made easy.

Multitalented

The R3860A is the first network analyzer 
on the market that combines in a single 
instrument measurements on passive 
components, e.g. filters, and measure-
ments on mixers, balanced components 
and complex modules including their 
voltage supply. An internal signal gener-
ator allows the measurement of magni-
tude, phase and group delay of mixers. 

The two models of the R3860A cover a 
frequency range of 300 kHz to 8 GHz and 
300 kHz to 20 GHz.

by means of a mouse and keyboard. In 
up to 16 individual screens, the different 
S-parameters can be combined in any 
display. The measurement results can 
be stored as graphical displays for doc-
umentation purposes and as measured 
values in different formats, e.g. Touch-
stone.

Balanced measurements

To analyze balanced components, a 
series of simulation steps in the analyzer 
as well as the measurement of addi-
tional S-parameters are necessary. This 
in turn requires impedance conversion, 

The fastest on the market

All this at unprecedented speed: With 
5 µs/test point, the R3860A proves 
to be the fastest network analyzer on 
the market. It is therefore ideal for pro-
duction applications that require high 
throughput; but also in development, 
high measurement speed is ideal for 
complex measurement sequences.

Touch screen and more

The analyzer provides a Windows® user 
interface and can be operated via the 
12.1" SVGA TFT screen (touch screen) or 
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FIG3 
Fully automatic four-port cali-
bration kit for the 300 kHz to 

20 GHz frequency range.

The main aspects in brief

 Two models:
300 kHz to 8 GHz and 
300 kHz to 20 GHz

 Two-, three- and four-port versions
 5 µs/point measurement speed
 125 dB dynamic range (typ.)
 +13 dBm maximum output power
 16 measurement channels
 Balanced measurements
 Mixer measurements with inte-

grated signal source
 TDR measurement function

the simulation of baluns and adding or 
subtracting matching circuits. The mea-
surement of differential S-parameters, 
referred to as mixed-mode analysis, is 
used to characterize the module with 
regard to unbalanced signal compo-
nents. For example, it is important that a 
balanced filter is immune to electromag-
netic interference which can be emit-
ted in the mobile phone by the close-by 
antenna. Moreover, the degree of bal-
ance measurement according to magni-
tude and phase is used to characterize 
the quality of a balanced DUT.

All this can be easily set in the ana-
lyzer with graphical support so that han-
dling is straightforward and user-friendly 
(FIG 2).

Measurement sequences

The characterization of complex modules, 
for example antenna switching modules 
for mobile phones, necessitates a host of 
single measurements. By means of auto-
mation software, any number of single 
measurements can be combined to form 

mated, and calibration is quick and 
simple due to automatic calibration kits. 
Its modular design satisfies future mea-
surement requirements just as well, and 
in times of constantly decreasing inno-
vation cycles, this flexibility makes it a 
future-oriented measuring instrument.

Andreas Henkel
Automatic calibration kits

Automatic two-port and four-port cali-
bration kits with 3.5 mm or N connectors 
save time and ensure correct calibration 
due to built-in verification routines. In 
addition to the 8 GHz version, Advantest 
is the first company to develop a fully 
automatic calibration kit for the 300 kHz 
to 20 GHz frequency range which is also 
available as a two-port and four-port ver-
sion (FIG 3).

Summary

The R3860A allrounder measures mod-
ules and components of all kinds. Since 
it is the fastest analyzer on the market, 
it is ideally suited for development and 
production; what’s more, it can be auto-

More information and data sheet at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com 

(search term: R3860A)

a sequence. For production applica-
tions, all necessary measurements on a 
component can thus be performed as a 
measurement sequence, compared to 
defined limit values and evaluated by 
means of pass/fail statements.
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FIG 1 The R&S ® NRP power meter family features a broad scope of different sensors.

Power Meter R&S ® NRP

Evolution in motion – 
new functions and sensors

It’s been a year since Rohde & Schwarz 

introduced the new R&S ® NRP [*] 

power meter family for fast and accu-

rate measurements on the complex 

RF signals of modern communica-

tion technology. Its dynamic range 

of 90 dB for modulated signals, high 

measurement accuracy as well as its 

future-oriented instrument concept 

where each sensor is a T&M instru-

ment that can be remote-controlled 

via USB (FIG 1) were outstanding. 

Since then, a lot has happened …

Now even better

The extremely positive market response 
was one of the decisive factors for con-
tinuously enhancing this family. As a 
result, firmware revision 3.0 provides 
the following new functions for the 
R&S ® NRP base unit: time-domain dis-
play with possible gate measurements, 
fast configuration for standard sig-
nals, remote control via USB interface, 

Ethernet LAN operation (with option 
R&S ® NRP-B4) and the capability to 
test connected sensors at a keystroke. 
Moreover, the sensor portfolio has been 
expanded, so that multiple-path diode 
sensors that are staggered according to 
power (up to 30 W) are now available as 
well as a thermal sensor up to 18 GHz. 
Standard drivers (VXI Plug&Play, Lab-
View, HP VEE) are provided for the base 
unit and all sensors.
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Time-domain display, measure-
ment in time windows

Due to the complex signal shapes of 
today‘s communications standards, dis-
playing the power envelope has become 
indispensable for visualizing signal 
details or for defining time windows 
(gates) for important power parame-
ters (FIG 2). Operating this new func-
tionality, which is available for all sen-
sors of the R&S ® NRP-Z11 and -Z2x type, 
on the R&S ® NRP base unit is child’s 
play: Select the Scope mode and graph-
ical result display, set the trigger and 
horizontally and vertically define the 
required size of the screen window. In 
the time-domain display, as in normal 
operation, the wide dynamic range of 
the sensors is impressive. It allows mea-
surements down to –50 dBm at a video 
bandwidth of 100 kHz. 

For measurements in time windows, up 
to four different gates can be defined 
on the R&S ® NRP in the Scope mode; 
the average power (AVG), the displayed 
peak value (PK) and the PK/AVG ratio 
can be numerically displayed for each 
gate. The power meters’ capability of 
producing and displaying the ratio of the 
gated measurement results of two differ-
ent sensors is unprecedented. It is thus, 
for example, quite simple to measure 
the gain or gain compression of a power 
amplifier in specific sections of a test 
signal and display it together with the 
envelope (FIG 3).

Signal-specific configuration

Some measurement functions such as 
the display of the envelope power as a 
function of time and power measure-
ments in gates or entire frames require a 
multitude of signal-specific settings. This 
can be quite tedious and presupposes 
some knowledge about the measure-
ment signal. For this reason, the entire 
configuration of a signal can now be 

FIG 2 Scope mode on the R&S ® NRP: 
Display of a GSM/EDGE frame with 
markers and measured values.

FIG 3  Scope mode on the R&S ® NRP: 
Simultaneous display of a section of 
the power envelope together with the 
measured value for the compression of a 
power amplifier in a timeslot, measured by 
two R&S ® NRP-Z11 sensors.

FIG 4 Configuration at a keystroke: The 
R&S ® NRP base unit knows almost all 
common communications standards.

FIG 5 The differences between the sensor 
and the R&S ® NRP-B1 power reference as 
determined by means of the sensor test can 
be output, if required. 

loaded at a keystroke on the R&S ® NRP 
base unit by selecting and activating the 
signal type from a list of common com-
munications standards (FIG 4). Since 
the user can still change all parameters 
after the configuration, the optimum set-
ting can be found in no time, and setting 
errors are minimized.

New sensors

Based on the Power Sensor 
R&S ® NRP-Z21 (10 MHz to 18 GHz, 

–67 dBm to +23 dBm), there are now 
also new versions for directly measur-
ing the output signal of mobile and base 
stations, amplifiers and other power-
ful sources, specifically in the following 
power classes 
 2 W R&S ® NRP-Z22
 15 W  -Z23
 30 W  -Z24

FIG 2

FIG 3

FIG 4

FIG 5
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The rugged attenuators – which 
have been successfully used by 
Rohde & Schwarz for well over ten years 
now – ensure reliable measurement 
results. Needless to say, effective ther-
mal shielding in the 15 W and 30 W 
power classes as well as a low shape 
factor make handling as easy as with a 
standard sensor. 

The fact that thermal sensors can still 
hold their ground against diode sen-
sors – despite their lower dynamic range 
and lower measurement speed – is due 
less to nostalgia than several substan-
tial advantages. With thermal sensors, 
the signal shape has absolutely no influ-
ence on the measurement result, and 
numerous characteristics such as lin-
earity, frequency response and match-
ing are completely temperature-inde-
pendent. Moreover, the thermal sensors 
from Rohde & Schwarz feature excellent 
linearity due to customized correction of 
each sensor, plus DC coupling of the test 
cell, allowing measurements at almost 
any low frequencies as well as referenc-
ing the measurement result to DC. 

All these are substantial reasons to 
offer new thermal sensors also for 
the R&S ® NRP power meter family, at 
first for the frequency range of DC to 
18 GHz and a nominal power of 100 mW 
(R&S ® NRP-Z51). For the most part, the 
new sensor corresponds to the well-
known predecessor R&S ® NRV-Z51 but 
offers still more advantages: standalone 
operation on PCs as well as higher repro-
ducibility of the measurement results by 
using only one measurement range and 
omitting the influence of the base unit. 

Even with careful handling, the input 
of the sensor may be fed a power level 
that is too high, causing damage or even 
destruction. For this reason, a quick 
and simple test can now be performed 
on the base unit. In this case, the mea-
surement error of the sensor com-
pared to the power reference (option 

More information and data sheet at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com 

(search term: NRP)

REFERENCES
[*]    Power Meter R&S ® NRP – Evolution in 

power measurement – intelligent sensor 
technology. News from Rohde & Schwarz 
(2002) No. 174, pp 12–16

R&S ® NRP-B1) is checked and, if nec-
essary, a warning is output (FIG 5). The 
warning threshold is user-definable; the 
test covers all measurement ranges. In 
the case of sensors with attenuators, the 
latter can be included in the test.

Remote control

The R&S ® NRP base unit comes with 
an IEC/IEEE bus and a USB interface as 
standard. The USB connection was orig-
inally intended only for the firmware 
update, but has by now been expanded 
to a fully-fledged remote-control inter-
face. A prerequisite was the introduc-
tion of a new equipment class (USBTMC) 
by the USB Implementers Forum at the 
beginning of this year. As with the IEC/
IEEE bus, it allows the interconnection of 
different measuring instruments to one 
measurement system, with the virtual 
instrument software architecture (VISA) 
library acting as the software inter-
face to the application program of the 
user. The USB remote control function-
ality can be subsequently added to each 
R&S ® NRP base unit by means of firm-
ware revision 3.0. Customers intending 
to operate the base unit in a local area 
network (LAN) are now provided with an 
Ethernet interface with the VXI 11 proto-
col layer (option R&S ® NRP-B4). 

Right from the start, each sensor of the 
R&S ® NRP family could be operated 
even without a base unit – by using one 
of the USB Adapters R&S ® NRP-Z3 or -Z4 
directly via the USB interface of a PC. A 
DLL provided by Rohde & Schwarz acted 
as the software interface. Due to the 
outstanding customer feedback on this 
operating mode, the software interface 
was developed further and simplified: 
The sensor can now also be addressed 
via standard drivers (VXI Plug&Play, Lab-
View, HP VEE). Simultaneous operation 
of several sensors on a PC is now possi-
ble without any restrictions.

Evolution continues

Many Rohde & Schwarz customers have 
already earmarked the R&S ® NRP family 
as their new power meter standard. The 
R&S ® NRP family is continuously being 
developed with a view to functional-
ity, new frequency bands and in partic-
ular the requirements of future commu-
nications standards. As Europe’s largest 
T&M manufacturer, Rohde & Schwarz is 
committed to satisfying its customers.

Thomas Reichel
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Dual-Channel Analyzer / Power Supply R&S ® NGMO2

R&S ® Current Sniffer: tracking down 
energy guzzlers
Long operating times needed

The communications and entertain-
ment industry is currently experienc-
ing a veritable boom of new battery-
operated devices. These mobiles fea-
ture functionalities and capabilities that 
far exceed those only large mains-oper-
ated fixed devices provided a few years 
ago. In mobile use, however, one thing is 
common to them all: Their energy is sup-
plied by batteries or rechargeable bat-
teries, which means that their operating 
time is limited. By conveniently detect-
ing weak spots, the R&S ® Current Sniffer 
helps designers to maximize the operat-
ing times of these devices by optimizing 
the hardware and software. 

Long-term analyses

The R&S ® Current Sniffer consists 
of a Dual-Channel Analyzer/Power 
Supply R&S ® NGMO2 (FIG 1) and the 
R&S ® NGMO2-K10 operating software. 
The R&S ® NGMO2 has two identical 
supply and measurement channels that 
are connected in series by means of the 
R&S ® Current Sniffer. Thus, the high time 
resolution of its current/voltage tran-
sients recorder of 10 µs can be used to 
integrate current consumption. More-
over, long-term measurements can 
be performed by continuously switch-
ing between channel A and channel B: 
While measurements are performed 
with channel A whose measured value 

By conveniently detecting weak 

spots, the R&S ® Current Sniffer helps 

designers of devices for the communi-

cations and entertainment industry to 

maximize the operating times of these 

largely battery-operated mobiles by 

optimizing the hardware and software.
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FIG1 
The R&S ® NGMO2 features two 

identical channels and has a 
lot more to offer than a conven-
tional laboratory power supply. 
It is the hardware basis of the 

R&S ® Current Sniffer.
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memory is being filled, the measured 
value memory of channel B is cleared 
and the data transferred to the PC. This 
happens simultaneously, ensuring that 
every period of time is monitored and 
that the overall result for current inte-
gration is kept accurate. The advantage 
of this procedure is that the total energy 
consumed by the DUT during a specific 
period of time can be determined and, 
what’s more, the possible causes of an 
increase in current drain can be traced 
because data is available in high time 
resolution.

To limit the amount of data involved in 
long-term measurements, it may be a 
good idea to use longer sampling inter-
vals as well. Although this makes it more 
difficult to assign individual energy con-
sumption events with regard to time, 
the individual measured values corre-
spond to the actual current value of the 
period under observation because the 
R&S ® NGMO2 internally always uses the 
highest possible sampling rate of 10 µs 
and always outputs the average of all 
samples in a sampling interval.

Convenient operating software

The other crucial component of 
the R&S ® Current Sniffer is the 

R&S ® NGMO2-K10 operating software 
(FIG 2). In addition to the long-term anal-
ysis of current consumption as detailed 
above, it is possible to carry out short-
term analyses, battery tests as well as 
data postprocessing of the measurement 
sequences that are already recorded 
(FIG 3). In each case, device setups and 
information about the DUT can be doc-
umented, stored and ported for further 
use in other programs. The calculation of 
the battery capacity used, the remaining 
residual capacity, the energy used and 
the optional definition of different termi-
nation criteria all come in handy for long-
term energy consumption analysis. 

A complementary cumulative distribu-
tion function (CCDF) display in the post-
processing submenu is very useful if the 
complex nature of the recorded mea-
surement sequences makes it difficult to 
interpret them.

By example of a WCDMA mobile phone, 
FIG 4 illustrates how the R&S ® Current 
Sniffer in the long-term current analysis 
mode provides suggestions on how to 
further increase the operating time of 
the phone. While the phone exhibits the 
expected high current drain at time  
because the telephone display has been 
activated, and current drain is signifi-
cantly reduced at time  because the 

FIG 2 Measurement tasks that can be performed using the R&S ® NGMO2-K10 operating software.

display illumination has been switched 
off, relatively high current drain occurs 
at time  because the moving motif of 
a screen-saver has become active even 
though display illumination is switched 
off. Activating this saver reduces the 
overall operating time of the telephone. 
As expected, energy consumption 
increases again at time  while a call is 
attempted.

Short-term analysis 

The primary task of the short-term anal-
ysis (FIG 5) is a more thorough anal-
ysis of the periods of time that were 
determined to be critical in the long-
term analysis. The short-term analysis 
is not restricted to pure current mea-
surements; a short-term voltage anal-
ysis can also be selected where one of 
the two digital voltmeters integrated 
in the R&S ® NGMO2 is used. Similar to 
an oscilloscope, voltage transients can 
be monitored during DUT switch-on, for 
example. 

Other fields of application of the 
R&S ® Current Sniffer
 Development and servicing of
    – mobile phones
    – PDAs
    – portable game consoles
    – digital cameras and camcorders
    – portable CD and MP3 players
    – portable GPS receivers
    – portable measuring equipment
 Product comparisons by technical 

editors
 FPGA designer
 Ampere hour counter for chemical 

processes
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More information and datasheet at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com 

(search term: NGMO2)

REFERENCES                                      
[*]    Power Supply/Dual-Channel Analyzer 

R&S ® NGMO2 – Fast dual power supply 
with analysis functions. News from 
Rohde & Schwarz (2001) 
No. 171, pp 30–32

Battery test

Batteries or rechargeable batteries are 
an integral part of mobile devices and 
thus also a possible cause for failure. 
Needless to say, service centers not only 
check the telephone electronics, but 
also the rechargeable battery. Again, 
the R&S ® Current Sniffer provides first-
class support: By determining the inter-
nal impedance of the rechargeable bat-
tery, its remaining expected lifetime can 
be deduced by means of a quick test. If 
the internal impedance of a recharge-
able battery of the same technology and 
same series and which is in a charged 
state is considerably higher than speci-
fied in the reference data, its service life 
will soon expire. 

By adding the optional R&S ® NGMO2 
switchbox including software expansion, 
the functionality of the R&S ® Current 
Sniffer can be further enhanced. In addi-
tion to adapting true hardware hand-
shaking via the “external trigger” and 

“measurement complete” signals, the 
switchbox also enables the switching of 
both power supply channels between 
series and parallel connections (with 
the appropriate guard circuit). The trig-
ger generator integrated in the switch-
box can thus generate GSM-typical 
pulse loads via the inhibit input of an 
R&S ® NGMO2 channel. 

Lutz Fischer

FIG 5 Short-term current analysis on an older GSM mobile phone.

FIG 3 WCDMA mobile phone in standby after the display has been activated. By means of the 
zoom function, a subsequent detailed resolution of the periods of time under test is possible.

FIG 4 The ”fingerprint” of a WCDMA mobile phone in the long-term current analysis mode of 
the R&S ® Current Sniffer reveals possible energy guzzlers.
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Portable System for EMF Measurements R&S ® TS-EMF

How ambient conditions influence 
electromagnetic field measurements

FIG 1 
The R&S ® TS-EMF measures electromagnetic 

fields in the environment. These measurements 
provide a basis for discussions about the effects 

of electromagnetic radiation.

Versatile configurability and specific 
measurement modes (long-term mea-
surements, determination of peak and 
average values) make the R&S ® TS-EMF 
system (FIG 1) ideally suited for mea-
surements at a fixed location and fun-
damental measurements. The new mea-
surement routines for measuring across 
several points in a room are a special 
advantage. 

In cooperation with Prof Dr Wuschek 
from the University of Applied Siences 
Deggendorf, Rohde & Schwarz performed 
EMF measurements and analyzed spatial 
field distribution and signal timing. 

Spatial level fluctuations

Shadowing and interference with 
reflected signals result in significant 
field-strength fluctuations at the recep-
tion site, especially in buildings. FIG 2 
shows an example of field-strength dis-
tribution in a room alongside a straight 
line. If, in this case, measurements were 
carried out at only one point, measure-
ment errors in the order of 20 dB could 
occur. 

Magnitude and period of the fluctuation 
depend on the strength and distance of 
the reflection. In particular if there are 

The R&S ® TS-EMF [*] from 

Rohde & Schwarz is a versatile system 

for measuring high-frequency elec-

tromagnetic compatibility in the envi-

ronment. Even if receive conditions 

are difficult (e.g. multipath propaga-

tion due to reflections), EMF measure-

ments must be able to reliably and 

reproducibly determine peak and 

average field-strength values. In this 

case, ambient conditions have a large 

impact. This article presents the latest 

findings on the influence of ambient 

conditions, based on measurements 

with the R&S ® TS-EMF.
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many different overlapping reflections, 
behaviour becomes erratic and cannot 
be anticipated. It is therefore necessary 
to use specific measurement methods in 
order to reproducibly measure the maxi-
mum or average value even under these 
circumstances.

To do so, mainly the stirring method and 
the multipoint method have become 
established. With the stirring method, 
the antenna is shifted in all directions 
across a spatial volume and the max-
imum value of the field strength is 
recorded. With the multipoint method, 
measurements – from which the peak or 
average value is derived – are performed 
in defined spatial intervals. The multi-
point to be used is still being discussed 
by experts; one possibility is specified 
in the European standard prEN 54000 
which is currently being created.

Outside of buildings, reflection condi-
tions are simpler since it is usually the 
ground that causes the main reflection. 
Thus, a few measurement points of the 
multipoint method yield excellent results. 
FIG 3 shows a comparison between the 
multipoint method (three measurement 
points at different heights) and the stir-
ring method, indicating a good match.

Level fluctuations as a function 
of time

Level fluctuations as a function of time 
may be caused by changes in the trans-
mit power (e.g. changing traffic volume 
in mobile radio) and/or influences by 
the current measurement environment 
(e.g. weather).

FIG 4 shows the result of measuring 
the timing of transmitters with constant 
power (e.g. organization channel BCCH 
with GSM). The same location was 
selected as for measuring the spatial 
level fluctuations (FIG 2). It turns out that 
the level is time-constant if the trans-

FIG 3 Comparison between the stirring method and the 
multipoint method (three points) outdoors.
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FIG 2 Field-strength distribution within a room.
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FIG 4 Timing of field strength indoors if transmit power is 
constant.
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FIG 5 Changed timing of the sum field strength with GSM 
due to shifting traffic volume.

mit power and the weather conditions 
remain constant, despite significant spa-
tial fluctuations. The reflection condi-
tions are therefore of minor importance 
for long-term measurements which refer 
above all to changes in field-strength. 
Thus, fluctuations due to transmit power 
or weather conditions can be reliably 
determined by means of long-term mea-
surements. FIG 5 shows an increase in 
the GSM network utilization, in which 
case voice channels that are only occa-
sionally active are added to the signal-
ling channels with constant power that 
are always present.

With short-term measurements, no 
information is available about the cur-
rent system utilization. For this purpose, 
measurement methods are applied that 
extrapolate to the worst case, i.e. max-
imum utilization of a base station. This 
ensures that the measured value is inde-
pendent of system utilization.

Summary

If there are significant spatial level fluc-
tuations, especially in buildings, suitable 
measurement methods (stirring method, 
multipoint method) ensure high mea-
surement accuracy and reproducibil-
ity. Spatial fluctuations have no direct 
impact on the timing of signals. Long-
term measurements with fixed, isotropic 
antennas are therefore ideally suited for 
the characterization of changes in the 
field strength due to different system uti-
lization or weather influences.

Jürgen Kausche

More information and data sheet at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com 

(search term: TS-EMF)

REFERENCES
[*]    Portable System for EMF Measurements 

R&S ® TS-EMF – Accurate measure-
ments of electromagnetic fields caused 
by transmitter systems. News from 
Rohde & Schwarz (2003) No. 177, 
pp 29–31
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DAB VHF Transmitter Family R&S ® NA7000

Liquid-cooled 
high-power DAB transmitters
Expanding the DAB 
transmission networks

Digital audio broadcasting (DAB Eureka 
project 147) has been introduced in 
numerous countries since it offers more 
programs with excellent audio quality 
plus new auxiliary features. The nation-
wide full-coverage emission of digital 
sound broadcast programs presents a 
challenge to broadcasting companies. 
Trailblazers are Germany, Great Britain, 
Belgium and Spain, where the capabil-
ity to receive digital broadcast programs 
in band III (174 MHz to 240 MHz) has 
already made enormous progress. 

Particularly powerful DAB transmitters 
with more than 1 kW transmit power are 
needed in order to set up the main trans-
mitter network. Air-cooled systems cover 
this range only partially (see box on the 
right).

Liquid cooling with flair

Based on positive results with liquid-
cooled TV transmitters, Rohde & Schwarz 
now also offers DAB transmitters with 
this technology, thus providing operators 
with the following advantages:
 Higher power classes
 Minimum space requirements for 

transmitters and cooling system
 High reliability without maintenance
 Long-term stable operating parame-

ters
 High efficiency of the entire system
 Less disturbance due to noise
 Flexible und straightforward installa-

tion of the entire system
 One cooling system for several trans-

mitters

More information and data sheet at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com 

(search term: NA7000)

The new liquid-cooled DAB VHF Trans-

mitter Family R&S ® NA7000 helps 

operators to significantly cut costs 

for installation and in particular for 

operation.
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The liquid-cooling system (FIG) is 
designed in such a way as to ensure that 
the cooling medium cannot leak even 
when amplifier modules are replaced. 
Redundant components ensure high 
operational reliability. For example, the 
two integrated pumps can replace each 
other in the case of failure. Two fans 
cool the heat exchanger; in this case, 
too, full operability is maintained if one 
of these fans fails or is replaced. This 
innovative cooling system always keeps 
the transmitter in the optimum operat-
ing temperature range, ensuring longer 
service life. The heat exchanger can be 
operated in a very wide temperature 
range.

Uniform transmitter concept 
presents advantages 

The concept of the DAB VHF Transmit-
ter Family R&S ® NA7000 is based on dig-
ital VHF TV transmitters and offers trans-
mission power ranging from 0.9 kW to 
3.6 kW. Key components such as ampli-
fier, power supplies, housing, combiner 
and cooling system are identical, ensur-
ing immediate availability and a uniform 
service concept.

If liquid-cooled DTV and DAB transmit-
ters are operated together at one loca-
tion, the operator also benefits from 
the fact that the cooling system can be 
shared by both transmitter types – thus 
space requirements can be significantly 
reduced.

High redundancy ensures 
operational reliability

Not only the cooling system with its 
redundancy and operation monitor-
ing has been designed to be highly fail-
safe. The transmitter itself also features 
facilities that maintain operation if inter-
nal components experience interference. 
All amplifier modules are equipped with 
their own power supply so that opera-
tion errors and failures are limited to one 
amplifier module. In such a case, the 
transmitter remains in operation with 
the transmit power somewhat reduced. 
Defective components can be replaced 
during operation.

A redundant exciter is available as an 
option; in this case, too, separate power 
supplies are used. 

The ETI transmitter signals can be 
applied in duplicate at the transmit-
ter. If one signal fails, switchover to the 
second ETI signal is performed seam-
lessly without interference.

Liquid cooling: a winning 
solution

The new DAB VHF Transmitter Family 
R&S ® NA7000 helps operators to sig-
nificantly economize on installation 
and operation, not to mention the 
costs saved through its minimum space 
requirements. Customers, in Great Brit-
ain for example, have already been 
won over by the advantages of the 
liquid-cooling system and its unifor-
mity with other transmitter families from 
Rohde & Schwarz (see Newsgrams on 
page 62). 

Torsten Jäkel

The liquid-cooling system boasts high operational 
reliability and minimum space requirements.
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Liquid or air cooling?

The effectiveness of the entire system is 
pivotal 
When considering the effectiveness of broadcast 
transmitting systems, the efficiency of the trans-
mitter plays a key role. The higher the efficiency, 
the more effective and cost- and energy-saving 
the normal operation. All the same, transmitters 
radiate considerable excessive heat that must be 
dissipated.

In the past, air-cooling systems were the stan-
dard solution with the focus solely on favour-
ably priced transmitters. However, the expenses 
incurred by investing in, installing and operating 
an air-cooling system are not to be ignored either, 
since filters, wide-diameter air lines, air cham-
bers and separate rooms for fans and elaborate 
air treatment facilities require considerable space. 

A cost analysis of complete transmitter systems, 
taking into consideration the entire facility, shows 
that liquid cooling is more economical for trans-
mitters starting at 1 kW in power.
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The container accommodates five 5 kW FM transmitters and an (n+1) standby transmitter.

Mobile FM transmitter system for 
Bayerischer Rundfunk

Bayerischer Runkfunk (Bavarian 

Broadcast Corp.) has commissioned 

Rohde & Schwarz FTK GmbH to supply a 

mobile FM transmitter system (FIG) to 

ensure that subscribers receive uninter-

rupted coverage of its sound broadcast 

programs during extended transmitter 

downtimes, e.g. during renovations or 

when replacing transmitter systems. 

Such a container eliminates having to 

take the usual provisional measures in 

a transmitter building, such as assem-

bling an entire transmitter system with 

all vital facilities. The transportable VHF 

transmitter system is equipped with all 

peripherals required for the automatic 

operation of five 5 kW FM transmitters 

plus a standby transmitter according to 

the (n+1) standby configuration.

Five 5 kW FM transmitters and 
an (n+1) standby transmitter

The container can be shipped by means 
of a standard container lorry (20 ft or 
approx. 6 m). It is so robust that it can 
be transported even on routes without 
a road surface. It can also be moved via 
helicopter and crane. The container is 
equipped with secure electromechanical 
lifting devices that allow it to be loaded 
and unloaded by just one person, if nec-
essary. 

The VHF transmitter system can be oper-
ated onsite via a central control unit and 
a remote-control system. A parallel inter-
face for commands and messages is sup-
plied as well.

USL-D plug-on switches are available for 
RF switchover of the transmitters; they 
are easily accessible for manual opera-

tion. If a switch fails, the RF connections 
are provided by means of shorting plugs.

The transmitter combining filter can be 
adapted to all frequency combinations 
that occur at Bayerischer Rundfunk sta-
tions. The dry, air-cooled test load is 
connected via an RF matrix and dimen-
sioned in such a way that the entire 
transmitter power of the system can be 
switched to the test load. It is thus pos-
sible to test the system with all switch-
over facilities in actual operation.

A common ventilation system equipped 
with a passive standby is installed for all 
transmitters.

An ice protection roof shields the trans-
mitter system against falling ice and can 
even be converted to a sun protection 
roof in summer. 

Reinhard Kasueske
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Digital TV in Italy launched with Rohde & Schwarz

The donna wears leopard
Although numerous Italian experts 

were involved in developing the DVB 

standard for digital TV, they have so 

far seen it implemented only in other 

countries. Digital TV has now finally 

been given the go-ahead also in Italy. 

Rohde & Schwarz is involved, thus 

further expanding its international 

leading position as a supplier of DVB 

transmitters. 

If you are familiar with Italy, you know 
how many different TV programs can be 
received via an antenna even in the tini-
est villages. There is the public broad-
casting station RAI with three channels, 
a number of commercial broadcasters 
such as Mediaset with three channels 
and then the third-largest chain La7 with 
two channels, not to mention innumera-
ble regional and local stations.

This leaves only a few frequencies freely 
available so that structured frequency 
planning for new digital multiplexers 

Of course, RAI did not want to miss out. 
To obtain sufficient frequencies for its 
digital network, RAI was forced to pur-
chase the necessary frequencies from 
small private transmitter operators and 
will therefore need a bit more time to set 
up the new transmitter network. 

The privatized subsidiary RaiWay is han-
dling the setup. The invitation to tender 
for this project was also hotly contested. 
Together with its cooperation part-
ner Sirti, Rohde & Schwarz was able to 
submit a quotation that was both tech-
nically and commercially very attrac-
tive, securing two thirds of the transmit-
ter network including monitoring receiv-
ers. All in all, about 70 transmitters with 
output power ranging from 25 W to 
5 kW will be supplied so that once again 
all current product families will be used.

This success could not have been 
achieved without the powerful onsite 
presence of Rohde & Schwarz Italia, also 
ensuring long-term technical support for 
the supplied infrastructure beyond the 
warranty period. 

For Rohde & Schwarz, these projects sig-
nify an important breakthrough in Italy 
where competing against a multitude of 
national manufacturers is particularly dif-
ficult. Following the successfully estab-
lished large networks in Great Britain 
(see also page 62), Spain and Scandina-
via as well as numerous completed proj-
ects in other European and non-Euro-
pean countries, the company has now 
been able to further expand its leading 
position in digital TV.

Thomas Loichinger; 
Friedrich Rottensteiner

is almost impossible without switching 
off previous analog channels. For years, 
Italy has been engaged in fierce polit-
ical discussions on how to handle the 
transition from analog to digital as well 
as on the ensuing consequences for the 
broadcasting landscape, and some of 
these discussions are still going on. The 
selected transition model was given 
the wonderful name ”leopard spots” 
because the digital network is being 
expanded “spot by spot” wherever a fre-
quency can be made available.

The go-ahead was finally given this 
summer. The legislation calls for 

50 % of the population to 
be supplied by the end of 

2003, and even 70 % by 
the end of 2004. For 
the time being, both 

RAI and Mediaset have 
been assigned two multiplexers each, 
while La7 will operate one multiplexer. 

Mediaset has become the trailblazer. 
Since all channels are also available 
via satellite, frequencies that have 
been freed up (also purchased ones) 
were used for the first digital multi-
plexer. In the invitation to tender for set-
ting up the digital network of Elettron-
ica Industriale (the network operator of 
Mediaset) Rohde & Schwarz succeeded 
in securing a 40 % share against tough 
national and international competition. 
The company was especially pleased 
that numerous transmitters of the new 
R&S ® SV7002 low-power family will be 
used for this purpose. Moreover, the 
order also includes stations with models 
from the R&S ® NV7001 medium-power 
family that are already well established 
on the market and the liquid-cooled 
R&S ® NV7000 high-power family. By the 
end of the year, the network will be on 
the air with two multiplexers.
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Digital HF/VHF/UHF Monitoring Direction Finder R&S DDF ® 0xE

Complex radio scenarios monitored 
at a glance

The new R&S DDF ® 0xE is the 

latest addition to a long tradition of 

monitoring direction finders from 

Rohde & Schwarz. Its predecessors were 

the PA005, PA010 (1980) and PA055 

(1985) Doppler direction finders and the 

R&S DDF ® 0xM (1995), the first repre-

sentative of the digital direction finders.

Design and function

New broadband transmission meth-
ods call for new tools in radiomonitoring 
with the direction finder playing a key 
role. Conventional monitoring direction 
finders analyze the signal in the selected 
frequency channel; scanning mode 
and spectrum display help to select the 
channel of interest. With broadband 
and short-term signals, however, only 
the quasi-simultaneous direction find-
ing of a multitude of frequency channels 
enables quick and easy evaluation of dif-
ficult radio scenarios. This applies in par-

ticular to short-term signals of unknown 
frequency and to spectrally overlapping 
signals.

Depending on the selected resolu-
tion bandwidth, direction finders of the 
R&S DDF ® 0xE family (FIG 1) are able to 
take bearings of up to 10000 frequency 
channels simultaneously in the realtime 
bandwidth of 1 MHz in the HF range and 
of 2 MHz in the VHF/UHF range; even 
complex scenarios can thus be moni-
tored and evaluated. FIG 4 shows the 
example of the direction finding results 
of a VHF signal scenario: Only broad-

FIG 1 With only two 19" units, a DF converter and the Digital Processing Unit R&S ® EBD061, the 
entire VHF/UHF range from 20 MHz to 3000 MHz or the HF range from 300 kHz to 30 MHz (option-
ally 9 kHz to 30 MHz) is covered. Two DF converters and the Digital Processing Unit R&S ® EBD061 are 
required to expand this range from HF through to UHF.

44068/6
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band direction finding – in this case cov-
ering 2 MHz with 5 kHz resolution – pro-
vides information about the pulsed 
signal of approx. 600 kHz in width that 
arrives from an angle of 260 °.

Basically, there are three versions of the 
R&S DDF ® 0xE family:
 R&S DDF ® 01E HF range

0.3 MHz to 30 MHz
 R&S DDF ® 05E VHF/UHF range

20 MHz to 3000 MHz
 R&S DDF ® 06E HF to UHF range

0.3 MHz to 3000 MHz

Each direction finder consists of a 
DF Converter R&S ® EH110 (0.3 MHz 
to 30 MHz) and/or the R&S ® ET550 
(20 MHz to 3000 MHz) as well as the 
Digital Processing Unit R&S ® EBD061 
(FIG 2). The main differences between 
the R&S DDF ® 0xE und and its predeces-
sor, the R&S DDF ® 0xM, are listed below:
 Increased FFT realtime bandwidth 

(VHF/UHF: 2 MHz, HF: 1 MHz), result-
ing in enhanced measurement func-
tions and higher search speed

 The entire VHF/UHF frequency range 
from 20 MHz to 3000 MHz is covered 
by a single DF converter 

 Connection to the control processor is 
via an Ethernet interface (100 Mbit/s), 
enabling universal system solutions 
and even allowing the use of laptop 
computers as controllers

 Enhanced receiver characteristics: The 
excellent dynamic range characteris-
tics of the DF Converters R&S ® EH110 
and R&S ® ET550 are unrivalled

 Antenna controlled by the DF proces-
sor; an optionally integrated compass 
in the DF antenna can thus be read 
quasi-continuously

 Expanded and improved user interface

The complete DF antenna portfolio of the 
R&S ® ADDxxx series (which was already 
available for the Direction Finders 
R&S DDF ® 0xM) can be used with the 
new direction finders. The R&S ® ADD150 
DF antenna (20 MHz to 1300 MHz) was 
revised and now exhibits sensitivity 
increased by up to 10 dB in the 20 MHz 
to 100 MHz range. 

Operating modes

Like the preceding generations, the 
R&S DDF ® 0xE also offers three DF 
modes:

Fixed Frequency mode (FFM) The direc-
tion finder is operated at a discrete fre-
quency and displays the results bearing, 
level, DF quality as well as elevation in 
digital and analog form in the HF range 
when operated as a correlative inter-
ferometer (FIG 3). It also presents an 
FFT realtime spectrum with selectable 
span that is centered to the selected fre-
quency. The analog bearing is displayed 
either as a polar display or as a histo-
gram with waterfall. In this mode, the 
received signal can be demodulated, 
and the most adequate bandwidth can 
be selected independently of the set DF 
bandwidth.

The DF mode FFM offers several capa-
bilities for squelch-controlled averag-
ing that is always based on the type of 
signal to be detected:

FIG 2 Block diagram of the R&S DDF ® 0xE direction finders.
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FIG 3 Result display in the Fixed Frequency mode.

FIG 4 Display of the DF results of a VHF signal scenario at 2 MHz realtime bandwidth with 5 kHz resolution.
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More information and data sheet at 
www.rohde-schwarz.com 

(search term: DDF0xE)

 NORMal This type of averaging 
is used for normal communication 
between different stations within a 
network; the content of the averaging 
memory is deleted at the beginning 
of each new emission. The bearing 
display thus jumps from one angle of 
incidence to the next without delay.

 GATE This type of averaging is used 
for the pulse sequence of a trans-
mitter (e.g. Morse), or if a transmit-
ter is overmodulated so that modu-
lation gaps occur. In this case, the 
averaging memory is not deleted, 
but averaging follows the previous 
result at each new pulse. Thus, pulse 
sequences appear as continuous-
wave signals, and system sensitivity 
increases.

 CONTinuous With this type of aver-
aging, the squelch threshold is dis-
abled. Although a bearing is now 
taken of any HF energy, especially 
noise, it is possible to obtain bearings 
even of very weak signals by defining 
a minimum DF quality value.

SCAN mode For this operating mode, 
a frequency range with start and stop 
frequency as well as step width (FFT res-
olution) are first defined. As an alterna-
tive, a list with frequencies can also be 
created (up to 1000 entries). In addition, 
the evaluation threshold (squelch) and, 
if required, a minimum DF quality value 
must be defined. Moreover, up to two 
azimuth sectors within which bearings 
are of interest can be specified, as well 
as an elevation range in the HF range 
(when operated as a correlative interfer-
ometer). It is also possible to define sub-
ranges or lists with frequencies offering 
results that are not of interest and which 
should therefore be suppressed, also 
with a view to data reduction. 

There are various result displays (FIG 4): 
amplitude versus frequency (spectral dis-
play), azimuth versus frequency, time 
versus frequency (waterfall), eleva-
tion versus frequency. As an additional 

means of identification, the results can 
be assigned colours, with colour coding 
linked either to level, azimuth or eleva-
tion. For a more in-depth analysis of spe-
cific subranges, quick zooming to the 
display is possible, increasing the prob-
ability of intercept. By double-clicking 
a frequency or pressing a function key, 
fast switchover from SCAN mode opera-
tion to FFM is possible.

SEARCH mode As with the SCAN 
mode, frequency ranges or frequency 
lists are also defined. In the SEARCH 
mode, however, the direction finder will 
interrupt the search each time it encoun-
ters a signal that exceeds the fixed 
threshold, and it will dwell on this signal 
for a previously defined period of time to 
allow the user to ”listen in” to the signal. 
Display in this operating mode is identi-
cal to that in FFM.

To operate the direction finder and dis-
play the results, an external controller 
with the Windows® 2000/XP operating 
system is required that is connected via 
a LAN interface (100 Mbit/s). This offers 
the advantage that also laptops can be 
used as controllers. The operating soft-
ware is part of the equipment supplied 
with the direction finder. But the direc-
tion finder is not only suitable for direct 
local operation – it can also be operated 
over large distances and integrated into 
complex interception and radiolocation 
networks such as the R&S ® ARGUS or 
R&S ® RAMON.

Options

There are, of course, a multitude of 
options available for the R&S DDF ® 0xE 
direction finders, including:
 R&S DDF ® E-REM For DF remote 

control over large distances. 
 R&S DDF ® -GSM Determines the 

associated bearings for the individ-
ual timeslots of a GSM mobile phone 
channel.

 R&S DDF ® -SSL Performs single-
station location (SSL) in the short-
wave range (correlative interferome-
ter). 

 R&S ® RA-MSH For controlling 
handoff receivers via the direction 
finder. 

 Preclassifier R&S DDF ® CL For 
effective data reduction. By using the 
preclassifier, it is possible for exam-
ple to automatically detect frequency-
hopping transmitters in the SCAN 
mode and determine their angle of 
incidence.

Franz Demmel; Ulrich Unselt
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Wind profiler for the 
German Meteorological Service
What is a wind profiler?

Measurement of wind vectors
A wind profiler is a complex transmitting/
receiving radar station used to mea-
sure wind speed in the atmosphere at 
altitudes between 500 m and 16 km. A 
pulsed radar signal is radiated into the 
troposphere in the form of five main radi-
ation lobes, with four of them arranged 
at a 15-degree angle around the center 
vertical lobe. The signals are reflected 
by the atmosphere with different Dop-
pler shifts as a result of turbulent fluc-
tuations (called refractive index fluctu-
ations). A radar receiver registers the 
reflections and evaluates their propa-

gation time with signal processing soft-
ware to determine different altitude 
layers. The result is a set of three-dimen-
sional wind vectors covering the altitude.

Measurement of virtual temperature
The radar in the wind profiler can also 
be used relatively easily to measure vir-
tual temperature by expanding the 
system to form a radio acoustic sound-
ing system (RASS) by placing four acous-
tic sources (large loudspeakers) around 
the wind profiler antenna. The vertical 
sound radiation generates an acoustic 
pattern of atmospheric density fluctua-
tions that is sampled with the electro-
magnetic waves of the wind profiler. The 

Wind profiler antenna field in Ziegendorf (Brandenburg) with a total of 180 elements and a gain of 
36 dB. An effective isotropically radiated power (EIRP) of 48 MW is achieved.

Rohde & Schwarz FTK GmbH deliv-

ered a shelter station for a wind profiler 

that went into continuous operation at 

the German Meteorological Service in 

September 2003. The pulse transmitter 

is a modified DVB-T transmitter from 

Rohde & Schwarz. The radar reception 

equipment is provided by the Finnish 

company VAISALA.

Photo: author
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acoustic waves propagate in the atmo-
sphere at the velocity of sound, which 
varies depending on atmospheric den-
sity. This temperature-dependent veloc-
ity of sound can be determined up to an 
altitude of 4 km with software, and the 
virtual temperature can then be calcu-
lated.

Wind profilers as early warning 
systems

First attempts to determine wind speeds 
using multifrequency measurements 
took place in the 1960s (see box on page 
60), ultimately leading to the modern 
wind profiler. The USA now has more 
than 100 such systems. They provide 
early warning of inclement weather, 
thus protecting the population.

Wind profilers also considerably lower 
costs for meteorological services by 
greatly reducing the use of weather bal-
loons. Further advantages include:
 High time resolution of measurements 

(typically 30 minutes)
 Up-to-date reports (nowcasting)
 True Eulerian character of the 

measurement (overhead profile)
 Instant profiles since measurement 

occurs at all altitudes simultaneously
 Automatic operation

Transmitters from 
Rohde & Schwarz

Approximately five years ago, 
Rohde & Schwarz FTK GmbH – the spe-
cialist for sound broadcasting and data-
casting within the Rohde & Schwarz 
group of companies – took part in the 
development of a prototype for a wind 
profiler. At that time, a modified televi-
sion transmitter equipped with tetrodes 
was used. Today, this prototype is in 
operation at the Lindenberg observatory, 
approx. 80 km east of Berlin.

All transmit/
receive equip-
ment for the 

wind profiler in 
Ziegendorf is 

accommodated in 
two racks, which 

fit into a shelter. 
The pulse trans-

mitter is a modified 
DVB-T transmitter 

from   
Rohde & Schwarz.

The prototype of a wind profiler near the German Meteorological Service in Lindenberg (Germany) which 
Rohde & Schwarz helped develop.
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The introduction of LDMOS technol-
ogy and the production of the latest 
generation of the extremely reli-
able, water-cooled DVB-T transmit-
ters of the R&S ® Nx7000 family from 
Rohde & Schwarz also made it possible 
to outfit wind profilers with solid-state 
transmitters. This unusual application 
required finding solutions to a number of 
tricky technical problems such as the fol-
lowing:
 The transmit amplifiers had to be 

made switchable. Unusually short 
switching times are required for 
this power class. The blocking of RF 
stages now takes only approx. 250 ns 
(1 µs required). 

 The requirements for residual noise 
power density in the pulse pauses 
are extremely sophisticated. A value 
of approx. –172 dBm (1 Hz) is now 
achieved at 25 °C (–160 dBm (1 Hz) 
required). 

 A highly sensitive receiver is activated 
in the pulse pauses. The transmitter 
and receiver are interconnected via 
a circulator with (finite) decoupling 
and operate in a shared antenna field. 
During reception, the transmitter and 
its noise must not drown out weak 
reception signals. With respect to 
noise, it must function like an ohmic 
resistor. 

The expertise from all participating com-
panies is paying off: The evaluations 
made to date indicate that the system is 
very reliable and definitely yields more 
exact data than the prototype.

Michael Morgenstern

Radiation pattern of the antenna field with a relative antenna 
gain in dB. The radiation lobes in four directions are clearly 
shown. The main direction of radiation is shifted by approx. 
15° every 40 seconds.

Powerful loudspeaker towers expand the radar system to form a 
RASS for measuring virtual temperature. They generate a sound 
pressure of 135 dBa at a height of 2 m.

The most important specifications 
for the wind profiler
Transmit power 16 kW to 18 kW
Pulse times 1.7 µs to 60 µs
Pulse pauses 30 µs to 600 µs
Duty cycle <15 %
Frequency 482.0078 MHz
Noise power density in the pulse 
pauses <–170 dBm (1 Hz)
LNA noise figure 0.5 dB 
LNA gain 30 dB

Wind profiler history
 1966  First verified clear-air 

echoes in multifrequency 
measurements on Wallops 
Island (3.2 cm, 10.7 cm and 
71.5 cm radar)

 1969  First wind measurements 
under clear-air conditions, 
2.8 GHz, Wallops Island

 1974  50 MHz ionospheric radar 
at Jicamarca (Peru)

 First specially constructed wind 
profiler
– 1975  40 MHz Sunset radar at 

Boulder, Colorado (USA)
– 1976  53.5 MHz SOUSY radar 

near Katlenburg Lindau 
(in Lower Saxony, Ger-
many)

 First wind profiler measurement 
networks
– 1991  Wind Profiler Demonstra-

tion Network, 32 systems 
(404 MHz)

– 1984  Colorado Wind Profiler 
Network (5 systems)

Related Internet links:
 www.dwd.de
 www.profiler.noaa.gov
 www.fsl.noaa.gov
 www.etl.noaa.gov/data
 www. metoffice.com/research/

interproj/cwinde/profiler
 www.vaisala.com
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The wind profiler in Ziegendorf: The antenna platform 
with 180 antenna elements (90 in North / South direction, 
90 in East / West direction) and four lateral loudspeak-
ers can be seen in the center. The shelter is at the front. 
The earthen wall prevents interactions with TV trans-
mitters in adjacent channels and blocks the radiation of 
side lobes with flat radiation angles. Moreover, Doppler 
reflections need to be shielded from wind-driven power 
stations that are in the vicinity.

The shelter holds the transmitter, receiver and radar equipment. It is 
custom-built by NAUTECH, which is a company specializing in custom-
ized shelters. The exterior and interior walls are specially designed to 
be fireproof. 

The typical radiated radar spectrum (max. hold 
measurement, pulse length 1700 ns, 482 MHz). 
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New Managing Director at 
Rohde & Schwarz Denmark

Niels Frandsen is the new 
Managing Director at Rohde & 
Schwarz Denmark as well as 
General Manager of the Swed-
ish subsidiary Rohde & Schwarz 
Sverige AB. He joined Rohde & 
Schwarz Denmark in 1990 
as a sales engineer. He was 
appointed Sales Manager Test 
& Measurement in 1996; in 
2001 he took over as Sales 
Manager Test & Measurement 
at the Swedish sales organiza-
tion of Rohde & Schwarz. In July 
2003, he became General Man-
ager at Rohde & Schwarz Den-
mark.

Rohde & Schwarz supplies DAB 
transmitters for the British 
Broadcasting Corp. (BBC) 
network

The British network opera-
tor Crown Castle UK Lim-
ited has commissioned 

Fundamentals of spectrum 
analysis now in Spanish

This comprehensive intro-
duction to spectrum analysis 
(for a review, see News from 
Rohde & Schwarz (2001) No. 
171, page 19) covers both the 
theory and its application in 
typical T&M tasks. It has now 
been published also in Span-
ish by the Rohde & Schwarz 
inhouse publisher and is avail-
able from Rohde & Schwarz 
sales offices.

New Head of the Test and 
Measurement Division

Roland Steffen (51) is the 
new Head of the Test and 
Measurement Division at 
Rohde & Schwarz and thus in 
charge of development, pro-
duction and marketing of 
the company’s T&M instru-
ments and systems. Along 
with his new position, he 
has been appointed to the 
company’s Corporate Man-
agement. His predecessor, 
Michael Vohrer, joined the 
Executive Board on 1 July 
2003 (see No. 179).

Mr Steffen has been with the 
company for 25 years. Before 
being appointed Head of Divi-
sion, he was Director of the 
Mobile Radio T&M Prod-
ucts Subdivision, which has 
the largest market share at 
Rohde & Schwarz and gener-
ates the highest turnover. He 
took over this post in 1996. 
Prior to that, he was Head of 
R&D for protocol testers.

Mr Steffen sees future T&M 
opportunities primarily in the 
area of mobile radio. “The 
entire field of wireless commu-
nications with mobile phones, 
base stations and wireless PC 
interfaces is a growth market 
and will remain so, even if to 
a lesser extent than during 
the boom two years ago. We 
have a good share of the 
market here and are ideally 
positioned,” says Mr Steffen. 
UMTS also holds new oppor-
tunities for Rohde & Schwarz, 
according to Mr Steffen: 

“UMTS will be here – sooner 
or later. Our test and measure-
ment equipment is already 
making a major contribution 
in setting up networks and in 
developing and producing reli-
able UMTS mobile phones and 
base stations. In a few years 
these measuring instruments 
will make up a significant per-
centage of our turnover.”

Pilot project in Poland 
launched: TETRA radio network 
to increase internal security

The Polish government has 
commissioned a pilot proj-
ect to set up a modern radio 
system with a view to improv-
ing internal security and coop-
eration among rescue teams. 
R&S BICK Mobilfunk GmbH, a 
subsidiary of Rohde & Schwarz, 
supplied and installed the 
TETRA ACCESSNET ®-T radio 
system in the new control 
center in Czluchow. 

At the opening, the Polish Min-
ister of the Interior, Krzysztof 
Janik, who made a special trip 
for this event, was shown the 
functions and benefits of direct 
radiocommunications between 
police, firefighters, rescue ser-
vices and control center. The 
purpose of the project launched 
by Mr Janik was to promote 
closer cooperation among the 
operational forces, thus giving 
citizens an increased sense of 
safety. A new control center was 
specifically set up for this proj-
ect, and cameras and emer-
gency telephones were installed. 
Potential troublespots such as 
busy crossings or public places 
are monitored by these cam-
eras. The emergency telephones 
enable direct and immediate 
contact with the control center 

where the rescue teams and 
emergency services are instantly 
coordinated via TETRA.
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Support center for security 
products has opened

A service and support center 
exclusively for security prod-
ucts has now opened at 
the Berlin headquarters of 
Rohde & Schwarz SIT GmbH. 

Its aim is to provide direct and 
yet more efficient support to 
customers using encryption 
solutions. Application support 
for the TopSec devices and 
the SITLink encryption unit 
for leased lines will be pro-
vided from here. Dr Hartmut 
Ilse, an experienced specialist 
in cryptology, heads the sup-
port center.

Security support center: 
Phone: +49 3065884-111
E-mail: support@sit.rohde-
schwarz.com

Rohde & Schwarz opens 
service center in the USA

To offer direct access to 
the manufacturer and thus 
better support to custom-
ers in the USA requiring ser-
vice, Rohde & Schwarz has 
now taken over the service 
activities of its sales partner 

Tektronix in the USA. Espe-
cially with the servicing of 
high-end capital goods such 
as Rohde & Schwarz products, 
local support ensures even 
faster handling while main-
taining high quality and a 
good price/performance ratio.

”US customers will receive the 
same high standard of service 
and expertise as from Tektronix, 
but they now additionally ben-
efit from direct access to the 
manufacturer,” says Barry Flem-
ing, the new US Service Man-
ager. Together with all Tektronix 
engineers and support experts 
who were previously respon-
sible for Rohde & Schwarz, he 
switched from the Tektronix ser-
vice organization to the new 
Rohde & Schwarz service center 
in Columbia, Maryland, on the 
East Coast. The center offers a 
service platform with various 
automatic calibration systems 
(ACS) and is able to carry out 
repairs, complete calibrations or 
customized measurements on 
specific test points. In the future, 
service will be further enhanced 
by calibration capabilities for 
high-frequency and microwave 
technology.

Dr Hartmut Ilse (right) is in charge of the new support center for security products.

International 3G stan-
dardization body meets at 
Rohde & Schwarz

Rohde & Schwarz hosted the 
20th 3GPP T1 meeting in 
Munich from 28 July through 
01 August 2003. 

With approximately 60 partici-
pants, this international meet-
ing of the standardization bodies 
for user equipment for third-gen-
eration mobile radio (3G) was 
exceptionally well attended. 
Numerous mobile radio man-
ufacturers from the Far East, 
North America and Europe – 
among them many customers of 
Rohde & Schwarz – were pres-
ent with their own experts. Sev-
eral working groups held meet-
ings and discussions in par-
allel, thus handling an enor-
mous number of RF and signal-
ling questions. The experts were 
especially satisfied with the 
tremendous progress made in 
3GPP TTCN test case verification, 
which is due in no small part to 
Rohde & Schwarz.

Rohde & Schwarz to supply 47 
DAB transmitters. 

The transmitters operate in 
power classes ranging from 
250 W to 3.8 kW and are used 
to expand the digital broadcast 
network of the BBC. The order 
includes air-cooled transmitters 
from the R&S ® NA6000 family 
and liquid-cooled DAB transmit-
ters from the new R&S ® NA7000 
series (page 50) which are con-
sidered the most compact trans-
mitters in the high-power class. 
The R&S ® NA7000 requires only 
a minimum of space, is quick 
and easy to set up and makes 
considerably less noise than 
comparable air-cooled high-
power systems. Other reasons 
behind Crown Castle’s decision 
in favour of Rohde & Schwarz 
were the company’s long-stand-
ing expertise in digital broad-
casting and TV as well as its reli-
able product support. The con-
tract emphasizes the leading 
role of Rohde & Schwarz in set-
ting up the digital broadcasting 
network in Great Britain. 

Rohde & Schwarz hosts the experts of the 20th 3GPP T1 meeting from 
28 July through 01 August 2003.
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Visit us on Internet at www.rohde-schwarz.com
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